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Affirmative action may end at CSU campuses
By Nora Profit Ross
Spartan Dally Stall Writer

Twenty years of affirmative action
policies on California’s college campuses may soon come to an end.
Recent local and federal legislative
bills, and a state initiative, may change
the face of campus environments.
Opponents and proponents of affirmative action are lining up on opposite
sides of the issues. The California Civil
Rights Initiative, which has not yet met

the requirement to officially be called
an initiative, is at the center of most
debates.
The measure seeks to end preferences based on race and gender in
public contracting, government hiring
and university admissions. It will also
eliminate special tutoring and financial
aid programs for minorities and female
college students.
The authors of the measure, college
professors Tom Wood and Glynn

Custred, are attempting to get the initiative on the March 1996 ballot.
They also want the measure embedded in the state constitution.
Republican Assemblyman Bernie
Richter has made similar proposals. He
wants the state’s constitution amended
to abolish affirmative action in the public sector.
He has also introduced four other
bills that mandate race and gender
preferences be eliminated in state uni-

versifies, public hiring and public contracts.
This hurricane of statewide sentiment against affirmative action may
cause a change in how public colleges
operate. It is quite possible however,
that SJSU will escape unscathed by the
controversy and possible changes in
the law.
"We (SJSU) don’t have a student affirmative action program per se," said
Linda Ortega, assistant director of stu-

dent outreach and recruitment.
"Our program is to recruit those students who are under represented on
campus," she said. "We take a proactive approach to recruiting African.
Americans, Latinos, and Native
Americans because they drop out of
school at a higher rate than other ethnic groups."
Ortega went on to say that all
See Equal opportunity, page 4

Muslim community

Malcolm X remembered

observes Ramadan
Islamic scholar to speak on campus
By Otto Waldorf
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Islamic scholar Hamza Yousuf
will lecture on the significance
of Ramadan in the Engineering
auditorium at 6 p.m. today at an
event sponsored by the Muslim
Student Association to commemorate the final week of the
month-long fast.
Yousuf, who was born in
the United States and converted
to Islam as an adult, has
gained the respect of many
in the Muslim community as
a result of the depth of his
study and research.
"We chose Hamza Yousuf
because of his great appeal to non-Muslims," said
Yahya Radwan of the Muslim
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Nicole Padellan, a senior Afro-American studies major at SJSU. lights a candle with her son at the Malcolm X candlelight vigil held Tuesday night in
front of Tower Hall. The vigil remembered the civil rights leader on the 30th anniversary of his assassination in Harlem, New York. Malcolm X founded
the Afro-American Unity in 1965

Free Tay-Sachs testing at Health Services
By Cristal Guderjahn
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Five minutes with Student
Health Services today could
change your future.
The San Jose State University
campus health center is offering
free screening tests for TaySachs, a debilitating disease
that attacks the nervous system. With the five-minute blood
test, students can discover if
they are carriers of the TaySachs gene.

Carriers are healthy individuals, said Heath Educator Oscar
Battle Jr. at Student Health
Services. Two carriers who conceive children have a 25 percent
chance with each pregnancy of
having a child with Tay-Sachs.
The disease causes physical
degeneration, blindness, seizures and usually death by age
6. There is no cure or treatment.
"Most of us know very little
about our genetic make-up.
We know our skin color, and

where we got our hair and
eye color, but we have very
little scientific knowledge of
what we’ve inherited from
our parents," Battle said.
"Getting tested gives you another bit of information to make
informed decisions."
Students cannot get TaySachs screening tests at the
Student Health Services, San
Jose Medical Center or Valley
Medical Center, Battle said.
University
Stanford
While

Medical Center does offer
Tay-Sachs testing, he said,
students will pay about $60
for a screening.
The health center will offer
the free testing from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Student Union
today and Friday, with additional testing from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday at Joe West Hall at Ninth
and San Salvador streets.
Last year’s testing session at

Affirmative action under attack
in California, GOP in Washington
Statewide measure to ban racial preferences
Affirmative
WASHINGTON (AP)
action, a bedrock commitment of
eight presidential administrations,
suddenly is under sharp attack in a
Washington dominated by Re-publicans. The first skirmish shattered
the coalition that protected preferential treatment of minorities for
decades.
The battle threatens to divide the
generation that came of age after
most Americans, moved by the mistreatment of blacks, united behind
equality programs.
Back and Hispanic lawmakers
were able to count on the support
of only seven white colleagues In
Tuesday night’s vote on a program
that encourages minority owner-
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ship of broadcasting systems.
Lawmakers voted 381-44 to scuttle
it, 154 Democrats siding with the
unanimous Republican opposition.
The concept of affirmative action
last came under serious attack In
the Reagan administration. Ac-cording to Ralph Neas, executive director of a coalition of 180 civil rights
organizations, Attorney General
Edwin Meese III wanted to dismantle such programs but the rest of
the Cabinet rallied around them
and persuaded President Reagan
that they were vital. Every president from John Kennedy on has
taken that view, Neas said.
But evidence is accumulating
that the nation is questioning any

See Tay-Sachs, page 8

Student Association.
He also said Yousuf has
"an encyclopedic knowledge
of Islam, and he has an incredible way speaking and expressing his viewpoints and ideas
about Islam."
The observance of Ramadan
is considered one of the five
pillars of Islam. During this
month, Muslims must abstain
from food, and sexual activity of
any kind from pre-dawn until
dusk. Obscenity and displays of
antagonism, such as fighting,
are also to be avoided.
Since the timing of Ramadan
is based on a lunar calendar, the
period of fasting always begins
11 days earlier than it did the
See Ramadan. page 8

SJSU choraliers will
sing and dance in D.C.
By Ken Stewart
Spartan Daily Staff V, nter

The San Jose State University
choraliers have been invited to
perform at the American Choral
Directors Convention (ACDC)
held in Washington, D.C. March
8 and 9.
SJSU Dance Choreographer
Annette McDonald has been
working with SJSU Choral
Conductor Charlene Archibeque to create a show
that combines classical music
and dance.
"The dance augments the
music with drama and lights
up the entire performance,"
McDonald said.
The dancers will be performing a flamenco dance style

which is "very hard to perform.
. . It is a unique dance style
performed by people who have
studied it," McDonald said.
McDonald hired a flamenco
dance coach to aid in the perfection of the dancer’s technique.
"It has been a full-time job
working with the coach and
the
choreographing
dancers,"McDonald said.
Guillermo
Lamm,
Aimee
Fausto, Tianne Frias, and Cel
Galiza were the four SJSU dance
students chosen to perform at
the convention.
This will be Archibeque’s
fourth national convention. but
See

Dance,

page 4

The long and the short o

be on 1996 ballot

use of governmental power to give
minorities or women an advantage:
California, pacesetter on many
social issues, is likely to vote next
year on an initiative to ban racial
preferences in employment and
education. If the issue is on the
November 1966 ballot, it could
attract a big conservative turnout
and undercut President Clinton’s
chances of carrying California, vital
to his re-election strategy.
Sen. Phil Gramm of Texas,
a candidate for the Republinomination,
presidential
can
has pledged that one of his first
acts if he is elected will he to issue
See Affirmative, page 3
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In an effort to save money Robert Ahern allows Aram Stepanian to cut his hair in a Markham Hall
restroom Stepanian, a freshman advertising major, has cut the hair of five students
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So What if You Didn’t Ask?

Ex’s obsession is out of control
tried to manage a polite, brief con\ couple of years ago. I was
versation with him. The problem
(dyed in a long-term relationwas, he wouldn’t leave. He kept
ship. How was I supposed to know
talking about his work, family, anythat, more than two years later, I
thing to keep the conversation
would have to pay the price of my
flowing.
ex-boyfriend’s obsession?
Then he asked what I was doing
I met him when I was a junior in
later that night. When I told him I
high school. We talked, went out on
wanted to go home, he kept trying
a couple of dates, and officially
to find out what I was doing the
became a couple a week later.
Tina C asalino
rest of the weekend.
During the course of the relationThen, less than two weeks ago, he called my
ship, we had our typical ups and downs.
house while I was at school. My mom answered
After two years, he wanted to break up to give
the phone, and when he asked for me, she told
both of us some space. I was a little upset, but
him I was not home. He said, "Oh. well, her car’s
soon found myself in the arms of a co-worker.
parked out front."
Imagine my ex’s surprise when he wanted to
First of all, my car was parked out front
get back together three weeks later only to disbecause it had broken down and needed to be
cover I had a new boyfriend.
fixed.
That’s when it happened. I started getting
Second, how would he know my car was
hang-up phone calls. He started to show up unexparked outside, unless he had driven by my
pectedly at my house. He even threatened to
house? Does he drive by my house every day?
harm himself if I didn’t go back to him.
Third, by making that comment to my mom, he
For a while I thought he had given up on his
was implying she was lying for me. What busiobsession. But it was only the beginning of his
ness is it of his anyway?
behavior.
When will this stop? Must I always be suspiAbout five months after our breakup, he
cious, wondering if he will show up out of
showed up at my house, with an expensive,
nowhere? I don’t want to live my life in fear of
sparkling, diamond engagement ring. Yes, he
him.
asked me to marry him. No, I did not accept his
Most of my co-workers know that if he should
proposal.
ever come into my work when I’m not there, they
This was disturbing to me, especially since he
knew I had a boyfriend at the time of his propos- should not give him any information about
where I may be. I feel like I am Anne Frank going
al. After I said no, I assumed he would leave me
into hiding.
alone and slowly move on with his life.
People have suggested that I could have seen
Wishful thinking.
his obsession. Unfortunately, I don’t think this
I remember one time, about three months
was something that could have been detected
later, my ex found out I had a new boyfriend(a
until something (like our breakup) triggered it.
different one). So he parked his car down at the
Even though we broke up more than two years
shopping center around the corner from my
ago, I still find myself having to deal with his
house. When my boyfriend and I drove by the
obsession. I can only hope that he will find someshopping center. I noticed my ex-boyfriend’s car
one else soon so I will be able to live my life and
sitting in the parking lot.
not have to be constantly reminded of the past.
Apparently, my ex recognized my boyfriend’s
car too, because three minutes after I let myself
Tina Casalino is a
into my house, my ex called me to find out where
Spartan Daily
I had been.
Day Editor
Just three weeks ago, he came into my work. I
in’.

MOM
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Letter to the Editor

Public, not Congress, need to find solutions
Dear Editor,
In response to Nora Ross’
story "Congress: Start dealing
with the nation’s problems"
(Feb. 15), it should be retitled:
"Americans: Start dealing with
the nation’s problems."
It seems that the author holds
the liberal view that it is the
government’s sole purpose to
solve all of America’s problems.
What this nation needs is to
look to America’s greatest
resource, its people, to help
solve the problems America has

Baby Richard’s situation cannot be fathomed

Cristal Guderjahn
er’s arms is a pain I cannot imagine. When I
was growing up with my adoptive family, I
never had that fear.
My birth mother gave me to the
Guderjahn family in the early 1960s. when
unwed pregnant teenagers were sent away
to have their babies.
My birth mother’s parents sent her
away; she went to live in the Salvation
Army Home for Unwed Mothers. She knew
then she could never give me the life she
wanted me to have. So she graciously and
lovingly gave me to an adoption agency,
which placed me with my new family.
Her only memory of her first child was a
stolen glimpse of me nestled inside a blanket at the hospital nursery. She carried that
image with her for the next three decades,
celebrating my birthday each year, rejoicing in her decision to give me a life of love,

security and comfort. What a selfless thing
to do.
When I could not quiet my curiosity several years ago, I searched for my birth
mother, and found a glorious gift. We’re
very good friends now, she, a writer and
English professor in Oregon, and my newfound sister an aspiring jazz singer.
Back in 1963, my birth mother, Alex,
had chosen to have the adoption anonymously as a kind of self-discipline to ensure
my emotional safety.
The day after I found her, Alex wrote,
"Today I feel as if my missing leg had been
put back on. The two children from my
body and I are united in heart, if not in
body. That you want to know me too is the
most excruciating joy I could imagine."
In our lives, there was a perfect time to
meet again.
This is why I cannot understand baby
Richard’s predicament. This is why it causes intense pain to think of the finality of
goodbyes.
It makes me wonder what memories this
little boy will have of his fourth year.
Cristal Guderjahn
is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

such as: health care, homelessness, and illiteracy before we
automatically run to the government for help.
America would be better off if
the government stayed out of
certain areas. For example, the
big deal the Democrats are making about Newt’s book deal. God
forbid if liberals would want
anybody to make money on his
own merits without their help.
No one made a big deal when
Al Gore wrote his book, probably because it was a flop, or Paul
Simon and his many books.
And what is Clinton doing
butting in the baseball talks. Is

Audie Rubin
liberal Studies
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Wrong images of crack won’t help solve the problem

4

he hoping to get Barry Bonds’
autograph?
Government should stay out
of the talks, let the greedy players and owners fight it out themselves.
Americans need to look to
their friends, family, churches,
neighbors, and businesses
before they demand the government to respond.

Spartan Daily

Dispatch from Soledad

In Oct. 1994, a Bay Area mother was
arrested. She would take her 7- and 8-yearold daughters to a child molester’s apartment and leave them with him for a few
rocks of crack cocaine.
.::If you think this is bizarre, go to any
hospital and ask about crack babies. What
you will find out will revolutionize your
thinking.
The situation with crack is not comparaW to anything in the past. I don’t want
people to continue to make the mistake of
1114ming the crack problem on the Inner
cities or ghettos.
The danger of such a belief lies in the
fact that it encourages a fanatical intolerance among people who don’t know much
about the problem. Once this stage has
been reached, the ability to understand the
problems of crack vanishes completely.
I am sure of this from the history of
unnecessary suffering rigid beliefs have
inflicted upon mankind.
Today the number one killer of young
men in America is AIDS. Once people said
that AIDS was a homosexual problem. This

OW.
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Writers Forum
18 lien I ’.’.as 4 years old, my father spent
several weeks building a doll house for my
birthday, although he kept telling me it was
a rabbit hutch to ensure my surprise.
My grandmother came to live with us,
and I took to combing her hair in the
evenings as she told me about her childhood on the farm.
My mother read to me from Dr. Suess
books before bedtime, as my older brother
practiced his violin in the next room.
Memories of my fourth year return
more frequently lately, as I hear of Richard,
the 4-year-old child who will soon say a
painful goodbye to his parents and begin
life with a father he’s never known.
The father won custody earlier this
month after lengthy arguments with the
boy’s adoptive parents, the boy’s biological
mother and the Supreme Court.
This father argued that he never had
the chance to stop the mother from putting
their child up for adoption. He was in jail at
the time.
The Supreme Court apparently knows
what is best for a child of 4.
No one seemed to consider the boy,
Who has undoubtedly become a crucial
member of his adoptive family. His parents
have never been anything but parents
warm, nurturing and loving.
Having the boy ripped from his moth-
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is characteristic of a situation where individuals felt indifferent or even hostile
toward some groups; AIDS in women in
America went up 51 percent last year.
Crack and AIDS sleep in the same bed.
People have to understand that a
tremendous effort is needed to stop this
evil, the dimensions of which none of us
could possibly imagine.
People are killing each other at regular
intervals. Now funeral parlors have franchises.
In 1980, the California prison system
had 38,000 inmates. Today it has 120,000
and needs 20 new prisons because 80,000
more prisoners are coming during the next
five years.
Seventy-five percent of the above, and
violence, is related to crack cocaine.
The main point of all of this lies in the
fact that the problem cannot be viewed as
an Isolated one. It is my firm conviction
that once the psychological impediments
are overcome, the solution to the problem
will not be a terribly difficult matter.
The most essential thing is personal

cooperation between people of like mind.
We cannot desist from warning and warning again.
We cannot, and should not, slacken in
our efforts to make people aware of this
unspeakable disaster.
I know a protest against crack cocaine is
more valuable if it comes from individuals
who have been prompted purely by sentiments of humanity and a love of justice.
However deeply I may regret that such
horrible things are happening, however
strongly I am bound to condemn the terrible aberrations occurring, it is, nevertheless, impossible for me to do anything but
write about this plague.
Yes, I am in prison because of crack
cocaine. But this letter is written with all
the seriousness and honesty at my command. I trust you have read it in the same
spirit.
Jerome Thornton
Special to the
Spartan Daily
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SJSU’s Weekl,y Calendar

Tskdax
Alcoholics Anonymous

Meeting 12inxIn Administration
lildg , Kin 269.

Career Planning & Placement

Interviewing
for
Success
12:30p.m. Engineering Bldg., Rm.
301 and Mock Interviews
2:30p.m. Sign up In Business
Classrooms, Rm. 13. Call 9246033.

College Republicans
Meeting
5p.m.
Student
Union Guadalupe Room.
Call 510-786-3947.

Marketing Club
First
Meeting
4:30p.m.
Business Classrooms, 004.

Muslim Student Association
Ramadan Mar 5:30p.m.-7p.m.
Engineering Auditorium. Call
510-785-9169.

Pre-Dental Student Assoc.
General Meeting, all students
welcome
1:30p.m.-2:30p.m.
Duncan
Hall,
Rm.
352.
Call 510470.8656.

Philosophy Dept.

Brotherhood Recruitment
Drive. Call 924-8471.

Colloquium: Prof. Tieszen "Is
There a Crisis of the Modern
Sciences" 4p.m. Faculty
Offices Bldg., Room 104.
Call 924-1376.

Disabled Students Assoc.

School of Art & Design

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity

Meeting: open to the public
lp.m.-2p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Call 241-2507.

Student Galleries Art Exhibits
10a.m.4p.m. Art & Industrial
Studies Bldg. Call 924-433(1.

Financial Management
Association

SJSU Theatre Arts Dept.

FMA Bakesale 4p.m.4ip.m. First
Floor Business Classrooms.
Call 248.6061.

"A Raisin in the Sun" 8p.m.
University Theatre. Call Box
Office, 924-4555.

GALA - clay, Lesbian and BiSexual Affiance

Friday

Weekly Meeting 3:30p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe Rm.
Call 287-8351.

Career Manning & Placement

Hispanic Business Assoc.

General Meeting 4p.m..5:30p.m.
Student
Union,
Council
Chambers. Call 383.8569.

Liberal Studies Society
Speaker:
Patricia Nichols
"Teaching
to
the
New
California" 3p.m.-5p.m. Student
Union,
Almaden
Room.
Call 297-8944.

The Listening Hour
SJSU Choraliers/Concert
Choir: Repertoire from Washington D.C. Tour 12:30p.m.1:15p.m. Music Bldg. Concert
Hall. Call 924-4631.

Mock Interviews 12:30p.m. and
2:30p.m. Sign up in Business
Classrooms, 13. Call 924-6033.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Picnic 2:30p.m.-5p.m. Lake
Cunningham. Call 2874118.

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
Brotherhood Recruitment
Drive. Call 924-8471.

Muslim Student Association
Friday Prayer lp.m.-2:45p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Room.
Call 510-785-9169.

SJSU Theatre Arts Dept.
"A Raisin in the Sun" 8p.m.
University Theatre. Call Box
Office, 924-4555.

Sparta Guide is Peel and available to students. faculty 8. stall associations Deadline is 5pm
two days before publication
Forms available at DBH 209 Entries may be edited
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San Jose teachers review
deal, could strike today
Associated Press

Teachers in the San Jose
Unified School District on
Wednesday began reviewing a
tentative contract agreement
that averted a possible strike.
Terms of the accord, reached
late Tuesday night, were not
disclosed. The dispute between the district and its
1,500 instructors had centered on pay.
But the head of the teachers’
union expressed satisfaction
with the pact.
"This agreement will benefit
our teachers, students and parents," said Mari Jo Pokriots,
president of the San Jose
Teachers Association.
"I believe both parties
were able to come to the table
and they were both able
to work out a solution that
gave a win-win to both parties,"
she said.
Teachers were expected to
vote on the proposed new contract later this week.
Before the tentative agreement, teachers sought an
8.5 percent pay hike. The
district offered 4 percent,
and an arbitrator urged the
district to give teachers a 5
percent raise.
Individual teachers have
said they would be satisfied with a 5 percent Increase.
Since 1989, teachers have
received one cost-of-living raise
of one half of one percent,
but the district has Increase
pay for its most experienced
Instructors.
The settlement averted a
possible walkout that would
have affected 31,000 elementary, middle and high school
students. The union gave
the district a 48-hour strike
that legally entitled the teachers to go on strike as soon
as today.
Both sides had prepared for
a walkout. Teachers readied

3

picket signs, and the district had several hundred
substitute teachers lined up
to work.
Some parents prepared to
keep their children at home
in the event of a walkout and
have them study with materials
provided by the district and
teachers. Parents cited support for teachers or concern
about the adequacy of substitutes as reasons for keeping
youngsters at home.

white men. The report could
an executive order abolishing serve as a hit list for those who
federal affirmative action pro- argue for a "color blind" federal
grams. Other candidates are establishment
likely to side with Gramm.
-A conservative group, the
-The Supreme Court is Institute for Justice, said it
expected to rule this summer would use the list to ask conon the constitutionality of a 13- gressional committees to elimiyear-old affirmative action pro- nate funding for specific prefer"The
ences.
gram in which 64
current system
billions of dolracial divilars worth of
It is antithetical to fuels
sion but does
contracts are at
little to aid the
stake. The law the American
truly disadvanunder challenge dream to measure
taged,"
said
pays
federal
William Mellor,
contractors a people by the
group’s
bonus if 10 per- genes of their great- the
president.
cent of subcon-An unantracts go to grandmothers.
"disadvantaged
Newt Gingrich nounced agen
Speaker at the da, drawn up by
business enter_S Maw of Representatives
House Speaker
prises."
ell
Newt Gingrich
-The Library
for consideraof Congress delivered to Capitol Hill a compila- tion after the GOP’s "Contract
tion that showed the existence With America" is acted upon,
in federal law of 160 preference lists racially based affirmative
programs in employment, hous- action laws as a target.
At
a
news
conference
ing and education. Included
were minority-based timetables, Wednesday, Gingrich argued
goals, set-asides and quota pro- against affirmative action. "It is
antithetical to the American
grams.
Senate Majority Leader Bob dream to measure people by the
Dole requested the compilation genes of their great-grandmothtwo weeks ago, saying he want- ers," he said.
At the White House, Clinton
ed to see to see if the government discriminates against spokesman Mike McCurry of-

fered a cautious defense of such
programs. He said Clinton’s
position is that "where there is
discrimination there should be
affirmative remedies."
But he said the president also
believes that what is needed is
"a civil conversation on what
could be a potentially divisive
issue."
Tuesday night’s bitter fivehour congressional debate
raised the issue in a way that
made it especially hard for
friends of affirmative action to
defend. At question was
whether Viacom Inc., a multibillion dollar cable company,
should be denied $400 million in
tax breaks, with the money

SIVE SLOOP. GET COOKIES.
4:1

BLOOD DRIVE
hosted by

Arnold Air Society, FIJI’s & Delta Zeta’s
Monday, Feb. 27 and Tuesday, Feb. 28
10 AM to 4 PM
Loma Prieta Room, Student Union
***

Gov. Wilson’s proposed
budget calls for tax cut
Could be ’major risk,’ analyst says
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Gov.
Pete Wilson’s proposed state
budget could cripple future
expansion and block the creation of an adequate emergency
reserve, the Legislature’s nonpartisan fiscal adviser reported
today.
The Republican governor has
proposed a 15 percent tax cut
over three years, cutting about
$3.6 billion annually by 1998-99.
His budget writers predict
that an improving economy will
generate enough money to
cover the loss in tax revenues,
as well as pay for new programs.
But Legislative Analyst Elizabeth Hill, unveiling her annual
assessment of the governor’s
spending plan, isn’t so sure.
She cautioned lawmakers that
the proposed 1995-96 blueprint
contained "major budget risks"
and "could easily be thrown out
of balance by any significant
increase in costs or shortfall in
revenue."
Those risks include, as they
did last year, a reliance on
uncertain federal funds to battle

IN THE TRUE HITCHCOCK TRADITION COMES A BRITISH THRILLER
THAT WOULD HAVE MADE THE MASTER HIMSELF PROUD.

"SHALLOW GRAVE’ HAS THE STARTLING
IMPACT THAT ’PSYCHO’ HAD.

illegal immigration. The budget
proposal also does not account
for court fights that threaten
state funding.
"Our projections indicate that
the budget situation is likely to
remain precarious throughout
this period, even with the magnitude of savings proposed by
the governor," her report said.
"Consequently, it appears
unlikely that the state would
have sufficient funds to create a
meaningful reserve or to
expand, restore or create new
programs without making corresponding reductions elsewhere
in the budget. Furthermore, the
budget would remain highly vulnerable to risks and contingencies."
Gov. Wilson, in his first budget since his overwhelming reelection victory, has proposed a
$56.3 billion budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1. It
includes the first year of a
phased-in, 3-year personal and
business tax cut, boosts money
for prisons and keeps funding
for public schools roughly the
same.

s

devoted instead to allowing selfemployed workers to continue
deducting part of the cost of
health insurance.
Gingrich pushed that point:
"This is not about helping the
disadvantaged," he told the
House. "This is about simply
rigging the game on behalf of
one set of millionaires over
another."
Still, some drew a racial
lesson. Rep. Chaka Fattah,
D-Pa., said the vote showed
that an internal debate had
taken place within the GOP
and "has been won by the David
Duke faction." Duke, a Louisiana
politician, is a former leader of
the Ku Klux Klan
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White House rejects plan for border crossing fee
WASHINGTON (Al’) Faced
with strong congressional opposition, the White House abandoned a plan to implement a
mandatory border crossing fee
for people entering the United
States by land from Mexico and
Canada.
’’There was a lot of concern
about tht fee," White House
press secretary Mike McCurry
acknowledged today.
Administration and congressional officials said that instead
of a mandatory levy of $3 per
vehicle and $1.50 per pedestrian, the White House is proposing a voluntary system, a socalled local option.
States choosing to implement

THE FAMILY

the crossing fee would receive
additional federal funds to combat illegal immigration and
make border infrastructure
improvements.
There was particularly strong
opposition to the fee from
Canada. Dropping the idea
before President Clinton makes
a state visit to Ottawa on
Thursday removes a contentious issue from talks with
Prime Minister Jean Chretien.
Critics contend a crossing fee
would depress trade and crossborder shopping, especially for
Southwestern border businesses already reeling from Mexico’s
peso devaluation. Opponents
also suggest the fee would

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

64

Let’s just say I think a border crossing fee
would generate far more in bad feelings
than it would in revenue.
Lamar Smith
Repubtit an representative from letta

amount to an unfair levy on a
region already hit disproportionately by the costs of illegal
immigration.
said,
McCurry
However,
"Along the Mexican border
there were some people that felt
it would be a very good idea. In
fact, there may be some states
that want to take advantage of
it. Along the Canadian border
(they felt) somewhat different."
While some border lawmakers were claiming credit for
pressuring the White House to
back off a program reviled along
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lized dance with music.
"The dance enhances the
experience for the listener.... it
adds a level of excitement to
music pieces which are related
rhythms,"
dance
the
to
Archibeque said.
Archibeque thought of the
idea of combining dance with
music in September because it
would "make an exciting program."
In September, the ACDC
chose 15 out of 284 choirs that
sent in audition tapes. Only
seven college choirs were
selected and only five were
mixed-choir college groups.
"It is a great national honor
for the repertoire to perform
at the very prestigious Kennedy Center and Constitution
Hall," McDonald said.

The College of Applied Sciences
and Arts is offering 11
010
Scholarships, each $500.
* You Must *

e

g

...Have an overall G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
VtO ...Have an SJSU G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
...Have a Major G.P.A. of 3.0 or better
...Not be graduating in Spring ’95
...Be enrolled in an undergraduate major in one of the
following programs of Applied Sciences and Arts:

e

40 Administration of Justice
Aviation
Health Science
Hospitality Management
Human Performance
Journalism/Mass Communications

Nursing
Nutrition/Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation/Leisure Studies
Technology

those phony voters would
SACRAMENTO (Al’) California has no effective safe- cast ballots.
Political parties and individguards against fraudulent voter
registration, but there is no evi- ual campaigns pay solicitors
dence of widespread fraudulent $1 to $10 for each new voter
voting, state and local election they register in their preferred
area and party, with most payofficials say.
An elections summit con- ments in the $2.50-to-$5-pervened Wednesday by Secretary voter range.
"The incentive has been monof State Bill Jones heard reports
that California has 2 million to etary, not voter fraud," said
3.5 million ineligible, dead or Beatriz Valdez, registrar and
fictitious voters registered, and county clerk of Los Angeles
that there is no effective way to County, who heads the largest
either remove those names local elections office in the
from voter rolls or prevent fur- nation.
She said, for example, that
ther fraudulent registrations.
Most of the elections of- the biggest case of voter fraud
ficers
agreed
that
their to come to the attention of her
most serious problem is paid office last year was one in
solicitors submitting phony which 190 persons were all regvoter registration forms, rather istered to the same address in
than concerns that any of Glendale, all in the same party.

For More Info Contact the College of
Applied Sciences and Arts at 924-2900 or,
see your Student Affairs Representative.

From page 1
colleges, including SJSU, are
attempting to increase enrollment. To do that, SJSU utilizes
programs already in place in
high schools. Programs like
Upward Bound and MESA get
students
under-represented
ready for college, after which
they can be recruited.
In any case, she said.
SJSU doesn’t take students
who don’t meet uniform admission’s criteria.
The Educational Opportunity
Program (EOP), commonly
believed to be an affirmative
action program, does not have
racial or gender criteria. The
program monitors student
progress, provides financial aid
grants and offers counseling to
students
help
low-income
remain in college.
"EOP uses income as a criteria, not race," said Luis Bundy,
director of Student Developmental Services. "We service a
lot of minority students because
many of them meet the income
requirement. The only program
we would be in danger of losing
Is our Faculty Mentor Program."
Pete Michel, director of EOP,
Is responsible for equity and

66

According to federal
law, we can use race
or gender as only
one additional factor
when considering a
candidate.
Lidia Rios
the Office
of Equal Opportunity

S.19, director of

EOP admissions. He said,
"Should the affirmative action
initiative pass in California, I
don’t think EOP would be affected. In our evaluation of applicants we can use race as (only)
one of many subjective factors.
To be admitted to the university the weight is on objective criteria, like test scores and
grades."
SJSU’s staff and faculty hiring,
however, is operated according
to affirmative action guidelines.
"According to federal law, we
can use race or gender as only
one additional factor when considering a candidate," said Udia
Rios, SJSU’s director of the
Office of Equal Opportunity.

Affirmative action is not a
quota system and there are no
staff slots reserved or set
aside."
She continued to say that
when a faculty or staff position
on campus becomes available, a
complex statistical analysis is
made to determine how extensive the applicant search should
be.
The objective is to have adequate representation from all
racial groups In direct proportion to the available pool of
applicants, local or national.
"(For instance,) we would not
do an extensive search for
women or African-American faculty in the sciences," she said.
"The pool of available applicants is small, and we have
already reached parity in that
area."
"Affirmative action is a federal law. It is meant to ensure
that the university is being
fair and equitable in its hiring
practices. Like Proposition 187,
we anticipate it will be years
before it (affirmative action legislation) goes through the
courts," Rios said. "But for now,
we aren’t making any changes in
our procedures."
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The choraliers and dancers
will fly to the district on March
7. The ensemble will perform
March 8 at the opening session
in Constitution Hall and March 9
in the Kennedy Center.
"(There is) a lot of pressure
performing for a highly knowledgeable audience, but they
appreciate it when you do
something good," Archibeque
said.
SJSU students can see the
ensemble’s performance at
SJSU’s Concert Hall today from
12:30 to 1 p.m. where they will
perform during the Listening
Hour with the Washington
Repertoire. A performance will
also be held Friday from 4:30 to
5 p.m. at the Invitational Choir
Festival.
"This is the only time we are
going to be doing the Washington repertoire," McDonald said,

over the INS, and Rep. Lamar
Smith, R-Texas, chairman of the
House immigration subcommittee.
In recent weeks, border lawmakers initiated letters protesting the fee, met with Vice
President Al Gore and White
House Chief of Staff Leon
Panetta and formed task forces
to fight the proposal.
"I think the White House did a
politically smart move to back
off of that," Smith said Tuesday.
"Let’s just say I think a border
crossing fee would generate far
more in bad feelings than it
would in revenue."
He predicted that few, if any,
states would sign on for the voluntary fees. "I would think that
would be highly unlikely ... simply because they are the very
states that would be hit the
hardest by the border crossing
fee," he said.

Opens Mid -February

tie

ci

the U.S. borders as well as in
Mexico and Canada, the administration said the shift didn’t
represent a flip-flop.
"It is simply unfair to characterize this as a retraction of the
president’s proposal," a senior
administration official said
Tuesday. "We have fleshed it
out in such a way that we are in
fact providing states ... working
with local communities, an
option of having the fee
imposed in their jurisdictions
and receiving the benefits of
those higher revenues or on the

contrary, no fee and no additional benefits."
The proposal first was raised
in Clinton’s fiscal 1996 budget
presented to Congress earlier
this month. The fee, which wasn’t described by administration
officials as voluntary, was
expected to generate $400 million annually if imposed nationally.
Word of the White House’s
new plan apparently hadn’t
reached the Immigration and
Naturalization Service Tuesday
night, when spokeswoman
Cassie Boothe said: "We have
not heard that that’s out of the
budget. We are going with the
stance that it’s still in."
When announced, the proposal was swiftly shot down by key
members of Congress, including
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, chairman of the Appropriations subcommittee with jurisdiction

u
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Brotherton wants to end
hoops career with /Ws/
By Larry Lee
Spartan Daily Staff Writes

With their first Big West
Conference victory finally in the
record books, the San Jose State
University men’s basketball
team is hoping to avoid being
another part of history.
The 1991-92 Spartans finished
their season with a 2-26 record.
Mike Brotherton, one of only
two seniors on the 1994-95
Spartans (2-20, 1-13 Big West
Conference), was an injured
sophomore on that team.
once,"
it
done
"I’ve
Brotherton said, "I don’t want
to do it again."
The Spartans won their first
game against a Division I opponent Saturday night by defeat-

Spring Break

035 as,

$449’.

Cabo San Lucas
394 University Ave., Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

408-295-8886
Eurailpasses
issued on -the -spot,

ing Cal State Fullerton 8647.
"The guys played real hard
for 40 consecutive minutes,"
said SJSU Head Coach Stan
Morrison. "They played tough
and intense and we can’t win if
we don’t do both," he said.
The Titans (7-16, 5-10) beat
the Spartans in a close game
earlier this season at the San
Jose Convention Center.
"We have been improving all
year and we felt we were about
due," said Brotherton, who
pulled down 13 rebounds to go
along with nine points.
The win followed a 30 point
blowout loss to UC Irvine last
Thursday.
"We were embarrassed in the
first game," Brotherton said.
"But our confidence level was
high and we said, ’we can beat
them’."
Now Brotherton is focusing
on the Spartans’ last two home
games of the season, his last
home games of his career.
The Spartans play New
Mexico State (18-7, 9-4 Big West
Conference) tonight at 7:35 p.m.
and UNLV (9-12, 5-8 Big West
Conference) Saturday at 7:30
p.m..
"This is the twilight of my
career," Brotherton said. "I really want to win these games.
Especially at home."
Morrison said the Spartans
are going to miss the 6-9 center,
for more reasons than his size.
"He’s a very hard worker and
a very morally strong guy,"
Morrison said. "We are really
going to miss his consistent
mature behavior and effort."
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Fessenden rips bases-loaded triple,
helps Spartans beat Broncos 6-3
By Michele Bolger
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Spartans knew what
they had to do and they
did it.
Losing their four games,
Jose
State
the
San
University baseball team
wanted to put an end to
the losing streak against
Broncos
Clara
Santa
Wednesday.
The Broncos, a 5-5 club,
served as incentive for the
Spartans in their 6-3 win.
been
going
"We’ve
through hard times and
we all knew we had to play
our best," said catcher
Geoff Fessenden.
With the game tied 1-1 in
the sixth inning the
Spartans showed their
dominance with a four-run
outburst.
Fessenden hit a basesloaded triple, giving the
Spartans a 5-1 lead when
Brian May, Jason Boesch
and Chris Yerke crossed
the plate.
"Honestly. I didn’t let
myself feel a lot of pressure. I was just looking for
a pitch in a good zone,"
Fessenden said.
The victory of the game,
according to SJSU Head
Coach Sam Piraro, came
with Fessenden’s hit.
"That blow was significant," Piraro said.
Spartans middle relief
pitcher Rich Ledeit picked
up the victory. He pitched
two innings, giving up two
hits and no runs.
San Jose scored again in
the seventh inning when
catcher Brian May doubled in outfielder Travis
Peterson.
"I just knew I would be
getting a fast ball, so I hit
it," said May, "We practiced hard. I felt everyone
was confident and we gave
it what we had."
Pitcher
Norman
Fujiwara finished off the
game for the Spartans.
The Broncos entered
the contest by taking two
of three from the Stanford
The
Cardinal.
win
improved the Spartans to
5-9.
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SCU’s Cary Kinkead gets chased between second and third base by SJSU’s third baseman Chris Yerke
during the seventh inning. Kinkead eventually got tagged out.
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Spartans drop 4-3 decision to Broncos

Visiting Humboldt State wins
rugby contest 49-6

By Ken Stewart
Spartan Daily
vriter

Spartan Dilly Staff Report

San Jose State University’s
men’s tennis team had moments
of brilliance, but ended up losing 4-3 to Santa Clara University
overall.
"(It) was not one of our stellar
days . . . (the team) is young
and inexperienced, so it’s kind
of tough," said SJSU Coach John
Hubbell.
The loss was disappointing as
well as unexpected. Before the
matches, assistant coach, Aaron
Downey, said, "(SCU is a) really
good team, but we should do
really well. We should come out
with a victory."

The
loss
dropped
the
Spartans to 1-4.
Hubbell said, "(The last time
we) lost to (SCU) was 12 years
ago."
Top seed Alan Alvistuv won in
straight sets, despite a dose of
tendinitis on the rotating cuff of
his shoulder, against Adam
Gagnon 6-3, 6-0.
"I was surprised with my playing ... I felt pretty good ... (my
serve) was good. It was consistent, not powerful, but doing
well," Alvistuv said.
Martin
seeded
Second

Crampton also won in straight
sets 6-2, 6-2 against SCU’s Larry
Olin.
"I played pretty well ... I felt
confident after the doubles
match loss, and I wanted to
redeem myself after the loss,"
said Crampton.
Crampton was well prepared
for a difficult match in facing
SCU.
"I expected a tough day
because they beat Sacramento
with the same scores that we
. (my
beat Sacramento .
serve)was going well, going real
good, but I did not want to play
above myself . . . I knew the
other player was nervous and I

felt that he would crack,"
Crampton said.
Howard
Sixth
seed
Robertson’s victory over Ben
Freeland provided the only
other SJSU victory.
Third seeded Ryan Sellschop
lost to Scott Pfeiffer 6-3, 6-2.
Fourth seeded Orion Weike
lost to Ryan Pang 6-3, 6-2.
Fifth seeded Steve Reilley was
edged out of a victory by Greg
Fox 6-3,6-2.
In doubles Alvistuv and
Crampton lost to Gagnon and
Olin 9-8. Weike and Reilly lost to
Pang and Pfeiffer 8-5. Sellschop
and Bately lost to Fox and
Freeland 8-6.

Outsized and outmanned, the San Jose State University
rugby team hosted a 49-6 beating by Humboldt State Saturday.
The Spartans started off with the forward pack repeatedly
outmauled and outscrummaged their opponents. But a rash of
Injuries forced three players from the field. Flanker, Matt
Lynch and loosehead-prop Tim Houston both received gashes
to their foreheads.
With so many Spartans out, their efforts caved in to
Humboldt’s numerous offensive attacks. Even the sure-bet
tackling of openside-flanker Matt Brown could not stop the
"Green Humboldt Machine" front frequently breaching the
Spartans’ goal line.
Ten minutes before the end of the game, the Spartans
almost scored a (touchdown), when hooker, Scott Gardener
led a rampaging forward drive toward the Humboldt goal line.
The Spartans were stopped with nothing to show for their
effort.

ClassOed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there arty guarantee ’tripled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

VOLUNTEERS

TRAVEL
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
Discount Airline Tickets
International / Domestic
Student Packages Available
Mexico, Hawaii. Disney.
Call for Lowest Fares
Everywhere, all the time.
Great American Traveler
408-984-6607.

BE A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
EMPLOYMENT
with mental illness become
independent! Flexible hours!
STUDY PARTICIPANTS NEEDED
Training and support given.
$20/4 hrs of driving. vision &
Gain practical experience for
motor tests. Erik: 408.272-8710.
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Call Martie or Teresa at
Work for environmental justice.
408/526.1288 cr 408/261-7777. P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated perVIETNAMESE - AMERICAN sons with opportunity for
students needed to participate in advancement, travel & benefits.
research on ethnic identity & Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
biculturalism. Call 286-1322 for Call 288-7882, 1- 4pm. E.O.E.
more information.
MEDICAL FILE CLERK for busy
Oncology practice. Mon & Friday.
9 to 6. Fax resume 408-376-2316.
WANTED
08I3 FUMVROCK BAND w/homs
seeks lead/groove gtr. Vocals,
good ear, tasty chords, dedicated.
We have experience. Rehearsal
space. PA (415)424-9371.

NOW HIRING: The Old Spaghetti
Factory is looking for an entry
level bookkeeper, avail. M -F.
8-5. Apply in person. 51 N.
San Pedro Downtown.

KELLY SERVICES HAS JOBS
fcr students. Flex hours. Icing term.
Los Gatos area. Skills required:
STUDY PARTICIPANTS NEEDED Computer Data Entry
$20/4 hrs of driving, vision & Good Communication Skills.
motor tests. Erik: 408272-8710. Fax resume to Rachel 408261-7044.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Exams and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)6563225.
FAST FUNDRAISER - raise $500
in 5 days - Greeks, groups, clubs,
motivated individuals. Fast,
easy- No financial obligation.
1-800-775-3851 ext. 33.
FREE PAGER! For just designating
NTC as your long distance carrier.
Ask about our 204/min. anytime,
anywhere, never a surcharge
calling card. NTC - A new kind of
long distance co.. where talk is
cheap. 408-865-0873.
ADOPTION: We’re a happily
married couple (preschool teacher]
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids. too! We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us. Amy/Ken at 1800-996-9474. Legal/Confidential.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft. SJSU
student owned and operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575

THE INFORMATION CENTER in
the Student Union s no.v accepting
applications for employment.
Must be available mornings
and some evenings, Contact the
Student Union Directors Once or
call 924-6350.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER (students
only) for A.S Campus Recreation
needed. Exper, w/Mac req’d.
(Illustrator. Xpress, Photo
Shop desired). Must be able
to work independently, and
effectively communicate with
a team in a recreational setting.
Familiarity w/ campus recreation
desired. Salary depending on
exper. Schedule flexible.
23-25 hrs/wk during sem.
30-35 rirs/wk during breaks.
Apply by March 22, 5pm in
Student Activities. 924-5950.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled Increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply: Mon. Fri. 8am 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Nett: 101 at San Tcmas Expressway.

MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP.
Naticrial Concert Romotion/Marketirg
company based in L.A. seeks
RESPONSIBLE, OUTGOING music/
marketing intern based in San Jose.
College Sophomore or above. Know
your market well. Be very into music.
SPORTS SCORES & INFO
Nationwide, up dated sNery 15 mm. Call ASAP - 213-368-4738.
1900-9882704- $2.49 per min.
Age 18 + & touch tone phone
required. In Une if 9, Sarilose, CA
1213) 993-9450.

FOR SALE
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL H.D.
Computer good - H.D. needs
work. Includes some software $200. obo. 924-3269.
NEW FUTONS!
Full Set: $119.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
choices, with 6 inch thick futon.
The lowest prices in the Bay Area.
Call 928-1951.
1640 Remuda Ln. San Jose, CA.
Powerful 100% UNIX CompitIble
Operating System for your Desktop PC! Enjoy the true multitasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featured UNIX with X -Windows,
TCP/IP, NFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel:408-727-3883.
Fax :408727-3882.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Gocd Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mulocar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE- NO OBLIGATION
/4so open Saturdays 9-2.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:
COFFEE:
Java Mia. a San Jose based corporation, is an exciting start-up
company providing gourmet coffee
to consumers. We are presently
seeking candidates who enjoy coffee and a fast-paced environment,
for the following opportunities:
TELESALES AGENTS
Our Call Center is hiring P/T
employees who enjoy sales and
project a friendly, outgoing
personality. Requires professional
attitude, PC skills, pleasant phone
manner & a flexible schedule.
Great for students!!
ORDER RILRLLMENT AGENTS
Our off-sight Fulfillment Center is
hiring P/T employees. Position
requires an outgoing, professional
personality, organization skills,
accuracy & attention to details.
some order processing experience in a warehouse environment
is desired and a flexible schedule.
Great for students!!
P/T SHIPPING SUPERVISOR
Our off-sight Fulfillment Center
has an opening for a part-time
supervisor. Position requires an
outgoing, friendly, professional
personality, PC skills, fulfillment
and supervisory experience in a
warehouse environment. Must
enjoy working with people & have
a flexible schedule. Position may
develop into a full-time opportunity.
SEND RESUME TO:
Java Mia, P.O. Box 2337, San Jose,
CA 95109, or Fax: (408) 2933341.
No phone calls please. EDE.

Certain advertisements In
these cottons may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
renincled that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate an firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

RENTAL HOUSING
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath
Rent starting at $710. a month.
Free cable. Laundry room.
9th & E. William St. Call
Tricia or Robert 971-0869.

HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
Say no morel Come to
Beauty Salon. We guara rite, ,
Best Haircuts, Styles, Perms and
the Best Customer Service in town.
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. &
receive a discount on any service.
Multicuts is located inside The
Multicultural Center. 605 S. 2nd St.,
corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome,
or call now for appt. 297-7589.
Ask for Ans. a Professional Stylist
for over 12 years. speaking English
and Spanish.

GATEWAY APTS. Free cable.
Laundry room. Rent starting at
SCHOLARSHIPS
$750./mo. 4th and E. William St.
MARKETING ASSOC: Direct mail, 947-0803. Noel or Rosalind Luna. ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
IBM literate. fluent English
Over $6 B
$7.15 tr.. 15-20 hr/w 243-9173
2 BORN!. APARM1134T-$790/510.
sector grants & sCr,ulars,,p5 5
now available. All students are
Security type building
Secure Parking
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
eligible. Let us help. For more
up to $120/week!
Close In
info. call: 1.800.263-6495 ext.
Modem Budding
Become a Sperm Donor.
F60411.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
For more information,
Contact California Cryobank Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
415-324-1900, M-F. 8-5pm. (408) 295-6893.
CALL NOW (209) 532-4868 x112
1.’

SUBSTITUTES. Small World
Schools is hiring students to work
as substitute teachers in our 19
preschool and school -age day
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units
in Child Development. Recreation,
Psychology, or Education. This
is a great posiiton for both male
or female students. We can work
around most school schedules even if you are only available 1 or
2 afternoons a week. Call our
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring Corporate Office at 408257-7320.
today. 5 part time positions
available. Starting at $10/hour,
$13.00 PER HOUR TO START!
Sales - Weekends & Evenings.
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st
Green Thumb Lawn Service
come 1st serve basis. Call
408-249-8446 today!
Start this Saturday.
408-253-8818.
UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY for major
personality and/or future market- PT AMAIN FOR LAW FIRM. Light
ing professional implementing pro- phones. filing & bookkeeping.
motions for beer company at Flexible schedule, 15-20 hrs/wk.
clubs/bars in Bay Area. Full time Computer & people skills a must Cca
April-Nov. Good pay and internship & Assoc. Fax resureto408-2956693.
possibilities. Must be 21 years of
age. Send resume (and some- $1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE.
mailing our circulars!
thing creative, interesting, or
entertaining if you really want to For info call 202-298-8957.
get our attention) to COOL JOB,
c/o BDS Marketing. 1 Technology BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Dr. Ste. 0515, Irvine, CA 92718 Earn to $20./hr. Day/Eve. 1 Or 2
week classes. (415) 968.9933.
or fax 714-7531707.
International Bartenders School.
TEACHERS WANTED
1995-96 SCHOOL YEAR
$ DRIVERS
The Modesto City Schools
Excellent 2nd job
District is seeking qualified
Takeout Taxi
Restaurant Food Delivery Service
Math & Science teachers!
Excellent salary & benefits!
Earn $9 to $11/hr. Flex hrs.
Call Darth Miller 12091576.4151
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
for further Information. E.O.E.
San Jose or Cupertino Area
Cal 4084694400.
TEACHERS Many Opportunities
FT/PT positions for preschools & GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
school-age day care programs. a childless couple become
Great Job for male or female family. Carry a child for an
students. Prefer 6-12 units in infertile couple. Excellent
Child Development, Recreation, compensation: $17,000 +
Psychology, or Education. expenses. 800-308-7367.
Advancement & growth, great
benefits for fulltime. Many times INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME flexible
we cal sok around your schedule. hours, for outgoing telephone
Call Small World Schools personalty fa naticnal ad company
near SJSU. Beverly 995.5905.
408-257-7320.
ARE YOU COMPETITIVE?
Do you like a challenge?
Find out about the toughest
summer work in N. America.
For more info call 408-292-2034.
Average profit from summer
work- $5,600.

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions.
No asp necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60412.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed! Fishing Industry.
Earn up to $3,000-56.000+ per
month. Room and Board! Transportation! Male or Female No
experience necessary. Call (206)
545-4155 ext. A60412.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable.
Ample parking. Quiet with good
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits.
$720 -$770/mo. Calf 288-9157.

SHARED HOUSING

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE fo.
College & Grad Students. Grades.
SAT scores and age rot alwa),:i a
factor. Recorded message gves
details: 408-6294098 X 112.
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" will
find it for you. Recorded
message gives details.
510-490-2685 ext. 112.

1/2 BLOCK TO CAMPUS.
clean, large apt. Large room, AC,
pool. VVater pd. $320/ma 279-1155.
ROOMMATE WANTED Share, clean
Undo in safe, quiet neighborhood.
1/2 block to Light Rail/Fwy. 85.
W/D 8. Jacuzzi. Own Room.
$350. per mo. Call 229-1018.
Si APT SHARE $325. + last.
2 bedroom near campus. Clean
Stud/Prof. 297-9202.
ROOMS AVAILABLE In the San
Jose State University Club.
Located close to campus on the
corner of 8th and San Salvador.
Quiet, comfortable residence ideal
for faculty, staff a visiting scholars.
Call 293-1735.
2 ROOMS TO RENT - $295. EA
1/5 uhI. Aval. 2/15. Female Audents
only. Call 292-4705 or 298-2407.

SERVICES
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research a, wriurg
... avail. Friendly. c -,
Convenient Pe,Dissertation/the-vs spec
Samples & references availabie
Chinese & other tangs spoke Foreigners welcome’
today
for free phone :,
Mc,
i
(415)525-050S
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION:
Student Discounts.
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
9 to4.
Mon261-4430

NEED CLEAN, SAFE PLACE to
DRUG TEST INFO
shower/sleep, T.Th eves. Middle 1 in 2 er .
aged professional woman working tests o part time for City. 5136730849.
use or mi
to know
the drug testing process
HEALTH/BEAUTY
to beat it. 1 -900-844-TEST
E2.99 is: - .
50% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR RLM(.0.41..
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us perma
Expires June 1st, 1995.
nentN remove your unwanted hair
4084794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Back Chest Lip Bikini - Chic
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
621. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
receive 15% discount. First appt
1/2 price if made before June 1,
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Unwanted hair removed forever.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17.
Campbell .14081379.3500.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
MARTIAL ART& $26 PER MONTH
Call for more info:
2474488.
408-248.9725.

FOR NAnavAL / AGENCY RATES

CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DEJECT1DEIOCIEDOODOLJECIFEHEIDEFEDOM
E=OODOODIIIIIFOCE771-1EFIDOEICIDOPIEF
F=EIDEIOODECEIOT1DOE1171 IO_JOCI-IMODEFF
EIDEOEDEDOOFEMEIFFIFO7FEFIFFIET7777
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two nom,
Ons
Days
Days
Day
3 lines
$5
$9
$7
$10
4 lines
$G
$8
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
$12
$10
6 Hews
$8
$1 for each additional line

Please check .7
one classification:

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five Address
Days
Zio code
$13 t ity &Siete
$14
Prow
$15
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Claw/Mods
After the fifth day, rate Increases by $1 per day. San Joss Stabs University
San JOWL CA 95192-0149
I st line (25 spices) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
INClassified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
IN Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
OUISTIONST CALL (40)988-3277

Special student rates

available for these classifications.S5.00
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

""Lost &

Found ads are offered free,

for a3 line ad for 3 days.

:
Message’."
_Events*
_Announcernr-’
_Lost ed

_Au1os
_Electio .
_Wanted*
_Employmeri
13oporlii
Ads must be placed in person in

3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

a...a

la-la
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OPEN ADOPTION
ive my son the very best start in
1, I CHOSE his parents & we care
deeply about each other. If you’re
Pregnant & not sure what to do,
call me. Mary, at nonprofit Center
4069864343.

TYPE -RIGHT Professional
wordprocessing and proofreading:
B.A. English: pick map ana delivery
on campus: $2.00/page; (408)
379-3122.
NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Evening/Weekend appts. Avon.
Fax Modem/HP LaserPOntirg
Resumes, Letters. Theses,
Spreadsheets, Copying, etc.
I CAN N’EET VIDUR TYPING NEEDS
Low charge by page
Avalatie arstme after 1.2com
oat’ (408)238-5089.

WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books.
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. EmeTenc,es 0 K

TYPING

924-3282

I HATE TO TYPE!""""
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for youl
Resumes, term papers & theses,
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Pickup and Delivery
Cash only. Call Julie - 445-0707.

FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
. spec
F as*
around. P.
es, student papers.
corresponc,’..e. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Sat i- on Guaranteed!!! AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Joi. :ways. Call Jane at Professional Word Processing!
Ajob
Pr-ter.,
.1nP, 9-!-1-0373. Theses, Tern- Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
WORD PROCESSING HP Laser. All formats, specialifing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. grammatical editing. Free disc
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA. storage. All wort guaranteed!
*Term papers Group projects Worry free. dependable. wid prompt
*Thesis "Letters Applications seryrx, Ti assoid cfsappoindnent, ’can
"Resumes *Tape transcription, etc. no,’.
riserve your time) Call
Pas.’
Nursing/Math/Scence/Eng; sr
258! ,8e--5,pr,- Pt.s
Laser printer. Days & eve- "
SaseAdditional lOsPerReferrel!
7 WA.. SUZANNE, 446-5658
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers
our speciarty. Laser printing. F-ee
APA Turabian MLA
spell check and storage. SPA,
Turabian and other fc),-..Resumes, editing, gr,,,
and other services ava
International Students Welcome
Masterson’s word Process g.
r- :rules ’ox,
Call Paui a Virginia 408-251-0449

DAILY
CROSSWORD
.7 appear in 07,

ACROSS
1 Christmas
song
5 Knock
it Sway
13 Winter jacket
14 Middle Eastern
garment
15 Old cattle town
16 Lampooned
if3 Bosohal:
Doubleday
13 Bakers
appliance
’0 Soak, as flax
zl Snowbank
22 Officer
24 Meadow
25 Changed
27 Tank
30 Citrus peels
34 Football coach
Shula
35 Zhivago s
beloved
36 Urged on
39 Roused
.11 Midday
42 Swab the deck
44 Brainstorms
45 Missouri hrs
46 Go south for
the winter
49 Full of hot 50 Raised
55 Roman
goddess
of love
58 Congress mem
59 Expert
60 Wise saying
61 Reduced
63 Less green
64 Oty
65 Helping of pie
66 "Two - Before
the Mast"
67 Jazz guitarist
Montgomery
08 Saved

r

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

NRU MOM 000MM
MON MMUO OMFANN
NEIMMUUOMEI ONNUU
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RUM NOM
MINNUMN MUM
UOM IMMANNNO
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MOON NUMMI=
MOO MOEN
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UNDO@ MOM MMU
IMO El 0000 O
2-23 A’,

C., rots unrter Feato, 51,1 ’ore

DOWN
1 Unsophisticated
2 Select from the
menu
3 - out making
do with
4 Fond du 5 Natural gift
6 Incited
7 Tablet
8 -down
burdened
9 Shadow
10 Hindu princess
11 Cook
12 Songwriters
Rodgers am.; 13 -and cons
17 Russian river
23 Compass point
24 Singer Horne
26 A tough - to
hoe
27 Windmill blade
28 Region
29 Litt e bovs
30 Metal

31 Baseballer
Slaughter
32 Kilt wearer
33 - Man in The
Wizard of Oz’
35 Went first
37 Muslimr official
38 Dachshund,
eg
40 Ukraine’s
capital
43 Mkp tot
4raplea

46
47
48
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

heapskaiPty
warnings
Pup Ice-fishing Niot
Nimble
Spring bulb
Upright
Tenderfoo:
Change
Actress Adams
California win,
valley
61 Crow’s Souni
6:’ Ouestidn

=WM AIMM MENEM
MIME MEM MIME
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TOP: Senior Allen Llaneta, left, sophomore Karen Tobias, middle, and junior
Javis Turner practice the martial art tai chi
on the Event Center’s lower roof
Thursday. Although this is not a formal
class, a group meets every Tuesday and
Thursday from 1:30 to 2:20. Anyone who
is interested is welcome to practice.
LEFT: Allen Llaneta, left, and Karen
Tobias practice tai Chi Movements.
C
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Ramadan
From page 1
previous year. This year,
Ramadan began at the beginning of February. and will end
around the first of March, with
the arrival of the new moon.
Hussein Al-Hussein, a research scientist at Canon and a
part-time SJSU professor of
computer science, said Ramadan is "a whole month of activities that combine spiritual and
cultural things together."
Although the idea of spending
an entire month without eating
food during daylight might
seem uncomfortable, Muslims
generally regard Ramadan as a
period of joy, during which they
feel themselves closer to Allah.
"You feel it is easier to be
a better Muslim during that
month than throughout the
rest of the year, because when
you are fasting, you’re kind
of purifying yourself. You
are not easily tempted by

distractions," said AI-Hussein.
At night, Muslims break
the fast.
"During Ramadan, you don’t
eat all day, you really appreciate
the food at sunset . . . so
you become more grateful,"
said Al-Hussein.
This is enhanced by the many
special dishes, including pastries and sweets, that are made
exclusively during the fast.
Another aspect of Ramadan is
the increase in community
activities. Many mosques serve
community dinners at night.
usually on the weekend, so that
many people can attend.
At SJSU, it was decided
by informal consensus that
Thursdays were when most
could attend, so Muslim SJSU
students usually set aside that
evening for a variety of religious
and cultural events.
Charity, for Muslims, is not
optional, but a duty. Another

of the five pillars is Zakat,
which means the giving of alms
to the poor. During the period
of fasting, increased attention
is paid to the needs of the poor
to the extent of inviting them
into one’s homes for the breaking of the fast.
"Even though you are (only)

waiting until sunset, you get
to know how the poor and
needy feel because they have
to wait not only until sunset.
(The poor) never know how
many days or weeks they are
going to have to wait, because
they don’t have the money
to buy it," Al-Hussein said.

BE A MATRIX MODEL
free cut, color,
perm, facial and/or
cosmetic makeover. Must
have healthy hair and
want an update to your
look.

Sachs. After years of suffering
heart and respiratory problems,
liver disease, blindness and
hearing loss, Carson-Hansen’s
son, Zain, died four years ago at
the age of 7.
Carson-Hansen, an occupational therapy major, urges students to get tested.
"Any person on this campus
could be a possible carrier,"
she said. "With carrier detection, you could decide either
to not conceive with another
carrier, have donor eggs or
donor sperm, adopt a baby,
or choose to remain childless.
Or, you may decide to bring
the baby to term and pursue
medical therapies."

S.F. talk show
host battles
Limbaugh

Recycle
your used
motor oil
on campus for
slick prizes!

SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) Talk
show host Ronn Owens says
he’s ready to go national in his
battle with Rush Limbaugh, the
conservative commentator he
has beaten in local ratings.
Owens, whose views usually
run from liberal to moderate,
ended a nearly three month hiatus Tuesday and signed a new
contract with KGO-AM. He will
return to his old slot Monday
morning.
Under his new contract,
Owens will take the show to a
national audience by selling it
city by city to radio stations
around the country.
Owens, a 19-year veteran of
KGO, regularly beat Rush
Limbaugh’s ratings in the Bay
Area in his 9 am.-to-noon slot.
"I’m ready to take him on
nationally," Owens said. "We’ll
take on the fat man and knock
him off his perch."

Coming
full circle

PI

SJSU yielded four carriers of the
200 students screened. Carriers
will be notified by mail or
phone call within two weeks of
being tested.
One out of 30 Ashkenazi Jews
in California is a carrier of the
gene, but Tay-Sachs is not just a
Jewish disorder. While the risk
is high in the Jewish population,
Battle said, researchers estimate that one in 150 of the general population is a Tay-Sachs
carrier.
For SJSU student LeAnna
Carson-Hansen, genetic testing
would have prepared her for
her son’s illness, Hurler’s Syndrome, a disease related to Tay-

At the Maintainance Yard
(10th & San Fernando)
11am - 3pm, Mon-Fri.
Santa Clara County Dept. of
Environmental Health 299-7300
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forts for 14 years
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Call Now
r7998-0223

2 N FIFTH ST SAN JOSE

Summer Employment in ...

Yosemite

Yosemite
r Concession Services Corp._______________
offers you the opportunity to live and nitill11
in one of the world’s most beautiful sites.
The "Yosemite Experience" is a tradition of
exceptional guest service. If you have the ability
1.11
to work hard and smile, now is your
chance to on our team.

A representative will be on campus
Wednesday, March 1", 1995.
We will be accepting applications for a variety of
iipositions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels
restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.
Housing available to applicant only.

Get a

For further inforrnation and an application,
contact your Career Placement Center.
All applicants will be
subject to pre-employment
drug testing.

MAP

First model call is
Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m. at the
San Jose Hilton.

1104AA

osemile (011CCS

Services Corp.
Nati )))) al Park
II maim Resources
California 953$9
12091 372-1236

For more info, call
Colleen
(408) 271-7027

I
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Breaking the fast at SJSU.
Thursday, February 23, 1995
Attend the

breaking of the fast
and a lecture about

Ramadan
By Hamza Yousuf
Scholar of Islamic Studies

Place: Engineering Auditorium, SJSU
Event: Lecture and a complementary dinner
Time: 6:00 p.m.
For more informatimi rail: (185-7715
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TOP: Senior Allen Llaneta, left, sophomore Karen Tobias, middle, and junior
Javis Turner practice the martial art tai chi
on the Event Center’s lower roof
Thursday. Although this is not a formal
class, a group meets every Tuesday and
Thursday from 1:30 10 2:20. Anyone who
is interested is welcome to practice.
LEFT: Allen Llaneta, left, and Karen
Tobias practice tai chi movements.
PHOTOS BY CHRISTIAN DEL ROSARIO SPARTAN DALY

Ramadan
distractions," said Al-Hussein.
At night, Muslims break
the fast.
"During Ramadan, you don’t
eat all day, you really appreciate
. so
the food at sunset .
you become more grateful,"
said Al-Hussein.
This is enhanced by the many
special dishes, including pastries and sweets, that are made
exclusively during the fast.
Another aspect of Ramadan is
the increase in community
activities. Many mosques serve
community dinners at night,
usually on the weekend, so that
many people can attend.
At SJSU, it was decided
by informal consensus that
Thursdays were when most
could attend, so Muslim SJSU
students usually set aside that
evening for a variety of religious
and cultural events.
Charity, for Muslims, is not
optional, but a duty. Another

of the five pillars is Zakat,
which means the giving of alms
to the poor. During the period
of fasting, increased attention
is paid to the needs of the poor
to the extent of inviting them
into one’s homes for the breaking of the fast.
"Even though you are (only)

Sachs. After years of suffering
heart and respiratory problems,
liver disease, blindness and
hearing loss, Carson-Hansen’s
son, Zain, died four years ago at
the age of 7.
Carson-Hansen, an occupational therapy major, urges students to get tested.
"Any person on this campus
could be a possible carrier,"
she said. "With carrier detection, you could decide either
to not conceive with another
carrier, have donor eggs or
donor sperm, adopt a baby,
or choose to remain childless.
Or, you may decide to bring
the baby to term and pursue
medical therapies."

SI talk show
host battles
Limbatath

Recycle
your used
motor oil
on campus for
slick prizes!

waiting until sunset, you get
to know how the poor and
needy feel because they have
to wait not only until sunset.
(The poor) never know how
many days or weeks they are
going to have to wait, because
they don’t have the money
to buy it," Al-Hussein said.

BE A MATRIX MODEL
Get a free cut, color,
perm, facial and/or
cosmetic makeover. Must
have healthy hair and
want an update to your
look.
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Yosemite

you the opportunity to live and wo.4111i
in one of the world’s most beautiful sites.
The ’Yosemite Experience" is a tradition of
tiroffers
exceptional guest service. If you have the ability
to work hard and smile, now is your
chance to join our team.

A representative will be on campus

Wednesday, March lst, 1995.
MMWe will be accepting applications for a variety of

=Impositions in all areas of hospitality service in our hotels,
restaurants, retail, recreational, and support facilities.
Housing available to applicant only.
For further information and an application,
contact your Career Placement Center.

Il

All applicants will be
subject to pre-employment
drug testing.
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For more info, call
Colleen
(408) 271-7027
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Yosemite
Concession Services Corp.________________

First model call is
Feb. 23 at 6:30 p.m. at the
San Jose Hilton.

1\. bJ

Santa Clara County Dept. of
Environmental Health 299-7300

Summer Employment in ...

(L’oncess;

Sc.-% ices Corp.

Nat
al Park
tomaa lieOuree%
California 45389

2091 372-1236
1

v

At the Maintainance Yard
(1 0th & San Fernando)
1 1am - 3pm, Mon-Fri.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Talk
show host Ronn Owens says
he’s ready to go national in his
battle with Rush Limbaugh, the
conservative commentator he
has beaten in local ratings.
Owens, whose views usually
run from liberal to moderate,
ended a nearly three month hiatus Tuesday and signed a new
contract with KGO-AM. He will
return to his old slot Monday
morning.
Under his new contract,
Owens will take the show to a
national audience by selling it
city by city to radio stations
around the country.
Owens, a 19-year veteran of
KGO, regularly beat Rush
Limbaugh’s ratings in the Bay
Area in his 9 am.-to-noon slot.
"I’m ready to take him on
nationally," Owens said. "We’ll
take on the fat man and knock
him off his perch."

Coming
full circle

From page 1
previous year. This year,
Ramadan began at the beginning of February. and will end
around the first of March, with
the arrival of the new moon.
Hussein Al -Hussein, a research scientist at Canon and a
part-time SJSU professor of
computer science, said Ramadan is "a whole month of activities that combine spiritual and
cultural things together."
Although the idea of spending
an entire month without eating
food during daylight might
seem uncomfortable. Muslims
generally regard Ramadan as a
period of joy, during which they
feel themselves closer to Allah.
"You feel it is easier to be
a better Muslim during that
month than throughout the
rest of the year, because when
you are fasting, you’re kind
of purifying yourself. You
are not easily tempted by

SJSU yielded four carriers of the
200 students screened. Carriers
will be notified by mall or
phone call within two weeks of
being tested.
One out of 30 Ashkenazi Jews
in California is a carrier of the
gene, but Tay-Sachs is not just a
Jewish disorder. While the risk
is high in the Jewish population,
Battle said, researchers estimate that one in 150 of the general population is a Tay-Sachs
carrier.
For SJSU student LeAnna
Carson-Hansen, genetic testing
would have prepared her for
her son’s illness, Hurler’s Syndrome, a disease related to Tay-
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Breaking the fast at SJSU.
Thursday, February 23, 1995
Attend the

breaking of the fast
and a lecture about

Ramadan
By Ilamza Vousuf
Scholar of Islamic Studies

Place: Engineering Auditorium, KIST
Event: Lecture and a complementary dinner
Time: 6:00 p.m.
For more information call: 985-7715
1.11 41\4;1e
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There’s only
two kinds of
music: either
it’s good or
it’s bad. If it’s
good you
don’t mess
about it; you
just enjoy it.

ouis arMstrong

11

the

by Chris Mirrellis-itfitchell
a big time junkie. My drug lum,,
I’m a junkie.
er doesn’t kill people. It can be hazardous to your health
though. What 1 lip, 11,,,4,;(1 on isplusic. I guess you could
call me a Di, or Disc
In my collet Lion at hi /Me I have at least 81X) cassette tapes, 300 records, 400-plus compact discs, and 200 !
455 and cassette singles. If you want to talk about music
related paraphernalia, like buttons, magazines, posters and
photos. we can add on another 100 items.
If each thing only cost a buck, I have already spent
at least $1,800 dollars. The scary part is that most of them
’
cost around $5 to $10 each, meaning I have spent about
$9,000 to $18,000 on music!
could have a new car or two by now. My wife and
I wouldn’t be in debt, but rather we would have a large savings account.
But it is like a drug to me. It makes me feel good
to kick back and listen to something soft, or put on something hardcore before putting on the pads for a game of
toothal:. I have something to lit tin every I11011fl

junkie.

It is like a drug in that the more I have, the more I feel I need.
II I listened to one album a the,. I have cot ough to satisfy
myself for a couple of years, but I’m never satisfied. I
always have to go buy the newest album, my next rush.
It is like a drug in that it changes my attitude. There
are times when I act like a dick because I can’t listen to my
music. Sometimes I get depressed when I think 1 have
bought a high quality disc by one of my favorite bands,
and it isn’t so good.
It is like a drug to me because I sometimes prioritize it
higher than my family and friends. My wife has to use it as
bait ii get me to do things sometimes. "I’ll buy you a CD,"
she I ten whispers in my ear. In actuality, she would
rather hang me for saying yes only after she offers to buy
me music.
But I can’t help it. Like !said, its like a drug to me. It
has taken over my life. I don’t know when it did, but it
did.
But where do I go, MIA, usic Lovers nonymous.
at woo
mcc.
Ai least with this drug I have been able to share it with others without putting
them in harm. I have turned many people on to different kinds of music they
would never have listened to, and I have a lot of songs people want, which I have
taped for them
I guess I’ll either go until it ruins me, like a drug, or find a way to get off of it,
like a recovering drug addict.
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A guitarist from the
Greyboy Allstars. an acidjazz band from San Diego.
performs Saturday night at
Ajax Lounge in downtown
San Jose The Greyboy
Allstars and other bands
have found an audience in
San Jose, but is it enough
for a city that many consider musically deficient",
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* COMICS

* SUPPLIES
4. SPORTS CARDS
* NON -SPORTS CARDS

116 Paseo de San Antonio. Downtown San Jose
Behind the 4th St. Wherehouse 286-9653

75 DRAFT BEER ALWAYS!

6PMTO MIDNIGHT

120Z. BEERS!

OPEN UNTIL 3AM
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

pS-C40043s)1.4 4".
ieco
4P.00

k
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:ROCK’ N TACOS
HEALTH MEX

131W. SANTA CLARA ST
o BLOCKS WES1 OF (AMPUS)

’

J

GET ROCKED!

. . .

’"993-8230
EXPIRES 3/31/95 .

TOON IN
Live 80’s & 90’s Rock Every Night

19’14’ ’s

by Crigal Guderjahn

awhile, a new artist debuts with a CD that wallops the world with talent. This

,,m1(1 be the case with Todd Snider’s "Songs For the Daily Planet." Those with an car for strong

music, however, may have trouble keeping their fingers off the skip-track button.
The album, released last October on Margaritaville/MCA Records, does little to stir the soul.
’silider’s homogenized sound may not be forced or contrived, but it certainly lacks a spark for
t he ears of West Coast college students.
His band is hip. The performances are tight, especially on Snider’s harmonica solos. The
lyrics extend beyond the "Honey-I-love-you’s and slip into novelty: "/was only kiddin’ when 1
kill% called ’ern a couple of d/ But still they made me do the stupid human tncks/ Now I’m
stuck in this jail with a bunch of dumb hicks/ And I still don’t know why/ I think I’m an alright
guy."
But while enduring each song, you can’t help but hum Stones’ tunes or think of early
Mellencamp, especially during Snider’s "Easy Money" and "Alright Guy." When listening to his
liff
melodic "1 Spoke As a Child, one recalls Simon and Garfunkel’s "Bridge Over Troubled
Water," again inspiring those words, "Hey, I know this one."
he
not quite blues, not quite comm..
Snider has also included some undefinable slide guitar
daily
far from grunge. (Not that he’s trying for the Seattle grunge sound, but he bears a striking
resemblance to the late Kurt Cobain.)
Most annoying is Snider’s propensity to end each gerund (-ing word) with an n-apostrophc.
singin’, walkin’, talkin’. Bob Seeger does that. So does Mellencamp. It’s just so down-home,
corn-cob pipe. There’s
’101 pick-up-truck-gas-pump-ish, it makes you want to squint and light upslowng.
also a humniti. test on ’Turn It Up" that seems to go on "awl naight
when he took to the
1980s,
mid
the
in
began
Snider’s musical career
road from his hometown of Portland, Ore., to Texas. He ended tip in
Memphis, Tenn., where he hooked up with jimmy Buffett’s main songwriter, Keith Sykes. Sykes later became 27-year-old Snider’s publisher.
Snider’s album name is from a Memphis bar called The Daily Planet.
where Snider played for two years until the bar closed last year.
or should we say feelin’? He is a veritable %at ...
This boy has feeling
talent with nothing to prove. His ballad, ’That Was Me" is just o.k.. It
over the making-up scene in your fawn.,
dubbed
hear
kind of song you’d
romantic comedy tear-jerker.
Snider began his debut tour in Boulder, Colo., in January, a tour that will
migrate to the West Coast this summer.
Snider’s music has a rich, filled-in sound, with each moment saturated in
harmony, rhythm and a unavoidable frankness. It’s obvious he’s been pracone may fail to define it.
etc.
ticing his scales, and it’s obvious this man has a gift, but throughout his CD,
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Thursday and Friday,
February 23 and 24
UNCLE MELVIN

II iwiern

Saturday. February 25
GETTING EVEN

11111 111Ij
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CENT BEER
50
Sunday through Thursday 8 till 10
DOLLAR DRINKS & DRAFTS
Friday and Saturday 8 till 10
4
Downtoon San Jose
52 E. Santa Clara at Second St. 292-7464
21 and over please
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It’s a dream come true for Brady Bunch
fans. That ever-groovy, ever-hip ’70s TV clan
that always seemed to annoy the world with
their ever- happy dispositions and perfect family
values, has finally made it to the big screen.
In director Betty Thomas’ new film parody "The Brady Bunch Movie," the terminally
stuck-in-the-70s family is dropped smack in the
middle of 1995 suburban Los Angeles, a place
plagued with crime, drive-by shootings, earthquakes and carjackings. The Brady’s retro-family values and AsiroTurl’-iviie lawn make them
outcasts in soi tet and the butt of all jokes in
their neighborhood.
The hest aspect of this film, based on
Sherwood Si liwarrif 1969-71 sin ton, is the Lasting And Ow ,..ts each chat
te ’s personality
flaws are esaggemied beyond buliel.
The always-tejet led middle
child, Jan (Jennilet [Its, (ox), is
portrac d as nentoot and
sevet el) obsessed with het
oldct seas i Nl.sig la I played
is Maureen Mt (.1,11nick
Christine
look -alike
Tinli)i.t Maitia, in nun. is
belpliNsb ii iii 4:11Cd. pI
Iny
triton!. ;001 lamily for her
!Wittily and per let non.
(Christopher
Greg
Daniel Baines) is relentlessly trying
to it, 70s rock star (i.e. Johnny Bravo),
Peter I Paul Sutera) is suffering through puberty. i aging hormones and a cracking voice,
Ri ii. ,) I ’,sm.. Lee) is obsessed with his duties as
school suits monitot. and Cindy (Olivia flack)
is trying to I t5t 11 tone hei status as town tattletale. while t ttie,ianth being made fun of by
every non -lit Ay in sot ict) bet ause of her lisp.
All
the pito of this ’omit is
rather weak (what episode wasn’t?), it doesn’t

WIRS

Mt&
MRS_

q’4
matter. The physically convincing characters and comedic
references to original episodes make it fun and worthwhile.
The main story line has the Bradys faced with the dilemma
of raising $20,000 (the Bradys never did pay their taxes on
time) within one week in order to save their home from
being sold at an auction. Their ruthless neighbor, Mr.
Ditmeyer (Michael McKean of Saturday Night 1,i)c), is savagely trying to get the lia arks to fail so he can turn the entire
neighl)orhood into a mini -mall.
As typical as any episode, each Brady menthe’ is trying to assist the family by raising the flumes. while
at the same note trying to conquer then twit little
problems itti well.
Marcia tries to help while
being stuck with two dates for
the same night. Remember Doug
Simpson, "the big man on campus?"
Will he’s back, and so is the dorky yet
stmere delivery bo), bailie. Jan tries to help, while battling voices in her head, b) suggesting a
dance contest, an idea the family
rejects because she suggested it.
And Greg tries to help in
between impressing girls and
his "Johnny Bravo"dream.
Mr. and Mrs. Brady are played quite convincingly by Gary Cole and Shelley
Long. Although they don’t look quite as realistic as the kids, they do have Mike and
Carol’s mannerisms down perfectly. The Brady’s live-in housekeeper, Alice
(Henriette Mantel), also gives a good performance, as does David Graf as Sam the
butcher.
In addition to the many inside jokes and references to the episodes, several
ameo appearances abound in the film, including one by the Monk-es’ Davey Jones.
Even though this film is targeted toward dedicated Brady Bunch fans, some
general comedy does exist. But if you didn’t like the old episodes, you probably
wtm’t like this movie either.
I would write more about the movie, but "something suddenly came up." ett
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’A fascinatingly quirky and simmenngly sexy
drama Anthony LaPaglia and Mimi Rogers generate mom heat than a raging bonfire *-/-iouvon Post
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even an all-star cast can’t save ’Just Cause’
by

*
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MON- TUE S CINEMA HONG KONG
DAYS OF BEING WILD -PLUS- BRIDE WITH WHITE HAIR 1
LOS GATOS 41 N. Santa Cruz 3954203
Academy Arm::: Noma
ArarlozrAwrao Now
induchng Best Drector
Twe HAMM Or
BULLETS OVER BROADWAY
KING GEORGE

Nora Profit Rats

( out of four I

The cast of "Just Cause" is top notch,
but the story line isn’t.
The Warner Bros. film, starring Sean
Connery, Laurence Fishburne, Blair
Underwood, Kate Capshaw and Ed
Harris, is a flimsy reminder of every murder-mystery thriller Hollywood has ever
produced.
Hints of "Silence of the Lambs," "In
The Heat of The Night* and "Cape
Fear" can be found in the movie. The
fact that it is the screen version of John
Katzenbach’s best-selling novel doesn’t
make it any less generic.
The film takes place in a small
Florida town, with the Everglades as a
background. Bobby Earl Ferguson
(Blair Underwood) is a death row prisoner who enlists the aid of his grandmother, skillfully played by Ruby Dee,
to get respected Harvard law professor
Paul Armstrong (Sean Connery) to
investigate his case. Ferguson tells
Armstrong he is innocent and that his
confession to the rape and murder of an
II -year-old girl was coerced by the brutal
third-degree tactics of a detective named
Tanny Brown (Fishburne).
The routine story line puts
Armstrong in constant conflict with Brown.
Armstrong, pressed for time, rushes to prove
the actual murderer is another prisoner

reb 213

residing in a cell near his client.
What follows is a trek through
the Evergaldes for clues, then an intricate
web of deceptions without plausible
motivations. Director Arne Glimcher
weaves a series of incoherent surprises
and unbelievable developments into a
plot devoid of logic.
The characters are equally
unbelievable. Connery, the strong masculine officer in "The Hunt for Red
October" and -The Untouchables," is
difficult to accept as sedate and cautious. Underwood’s sophisticated "L.A.
Law" mannerisms make him unbelievable as a country boy who makes it to
college on a goodwill scholarship.
The only performances that
deserve any recognition in this film
are Ed Harris’, the deranged psychopath (Ferguson’s prison mate
believed to be the actual murderer),
Ruby Dee, as the over -protective
southern grandmother (Dee’s years
on stage and screen make her performance wasted), and Fishburne’s representation of the mean, unrelenting
detective.
While it is possible to enjoy the
film for its car chase and clues that
promise an unusual ending, disappointment quickly sets in when the film
doesn’t deliver. The surprise of the film
is not ’whodunit,’ but rather why
Glimcher couldn’t do more with the talent he had.
etc.
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NEW TUNG KFI Nally
THAI SPECIAL:

Won Ton Rice Slick
Soup
Won Ton Noodlc Soup

PAD THAI NOODLE

Combination Crispy
Fricd Ntoollts
Chow Fun

262 East Santa Clam St.
titelsvccii 6th and 7th Sl. tics( to Lucky’s)
259-8655
7.00 AM to 9,00 PM

-OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

tT.J.’S Mexican Food
The best of New Mexico and California
New Mexico Green and Red Chile
sauces, delicious and spicy, as well as
traditional California Mexican dishes

Featuring:

Welcome Back to TJ.’s
71

E. San Fernando St., San Jose, CA
phone: 298-5030, fax: 298-5038

Open Until 3:00 a.m. Thursday. Friday and Saturday

r
1

$1.00 Off

-I

I with this coupon, on orders
of $6.95 or more.

ftE.

THE

is san 8a92 destined to
become the next seattle,
or will it be addled to
the list of cities that
could have beei?
linda taaffe

photos [RI chip rich

r -,akland

burst into the music scene with
hip-hoppers MC Hammer and Digital
Underground. San Francisco became a
thrash hometown with bands like
Forbidden and Testament.
But it seems San Jose is more notorious for its latenight curfew than its music scene.

L

.,..0.4Metallica,

"There’s a lot more great bands in San Jose now than a few
%ears ago, hut the overall scene has gotten worse because there’s less
a draw," Jimmy Arceneaux said, a Palo Alto booking agent. "San
j,,se has been hit by a hunch of new bands trying different things. You
ha% the heavy sounds, the acid -jazz just coming out of the woodwork
and some retro bands."
Arceneaux receives up to 50 demo tapes a week from South
Bay bands trying to get exposure. While many bands call San Jose
home, the city’s music scene doesn’t receive enough attention, he
said. Most people who go to clubs want to see the big shows or national acts.
Arceneaux blames MTV for the current lack of interest in
local music scenes.
"Music fans spend more time watching their favorite bands
play 45 times an hour on television rather than going out to clubs," he
said.
This seems especially true in the South Bay. Though tight

1-11i Feb 23 - Mar 1

hands like The Spit Muffins, Drug, 187 Calm and The Odd Numbers exist, no
one has made it big yet.
San Jose simply lacks a sense of community, said Calvin Trippett, booking agent for Cactus Club in San Jose. People just don’t want to drive 011t to
clubs from surrounding suburbs to see local bands, he said.
"The people who used to go to all the rock shows a couple of years ago
have gotten older and don’t go out as much anymore. The new generaton coming up is still too young to go out (in 21 and over clubs)," he said.
Because there’s not a big audience in San Jose anymore, clubs that once
catered to local hands have closed or switched to disc jockey music.
Curtis Meacham has been playing bass in the punk-ska San Jose-based
band "Howse Tomato Down" for nearly two years.
’There’s very little scene (in San Jose)," he said. "Most clubs aren’t sup-

EN

portive of local bands. The only place for ’just out of the garage’ bands to play is
the Cactus Club."
FX in San Jose and The Edge in Palo Alto only occasionally feature local
acts. Because there are few places to play, many bands have difficulty getting exposure and large crowds.
Despite the increasing teen audience, dubs may find it difficult to shift
with the scene. The San Jose City Council and police make it nearly impossible to
open 18-and-older clubs, Trippett said.
Lee Carrillo, from the city-planning office, said there is no specific city
council policy restricting 18-and-older-clubs. Each case is reviewed independently,
but the police have their own guidelines when issuing entertainment permits, he
said.
"With MTV, the music industry tends to be going towards a younger
continued next page
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The Atomic Punks, above, a Van Halen
copy -cat band from Southern
California, joined three other cover
bands at the Cactus Club in downtown
4’4
last weekend. Besides drawing in larger acts, the Cactus Club also opens
the stage to local ’just out of the garage’ bands.
Several of these bands, such as 187 Calm, top left,
have had little luck in attracting a large audience. With few clubs in San Jose, 187 Calm is
forced to play in San Francisco. Unfortunately,
many in San Francisco consider San Jose bands as
inferior.

from page 7
audience." Meacham says. ’There’s a
lot of teenage kids with money from
mom and dad and nothing to do on
the weekends. They would pack the
clubs to go see regular garage bands."
Many South Bay bands are leaving
San Jose’s bleak music scene to get
play elsewhere. Most head north to
San Francisco, where specialty clubs
play specific types of music. The city’s
bigger audience is older and hip to
new sounds.
"There’s a lot of bands making it
big in San Francisco that would die in
San Jose," Arceneaux says. "San Jose
isn’t quite ready for the hard- popmelodic-kind-of-thing."
But bands may find it difficult to
escape San Jose. Many San Francisco
clubs aren’t saavy to their south-of-theborder friend. San Jose isn’t thought
of as a musical hot bed.
"I know bands that couldn’t buy
their way into the City," Arceneaux
says. "A San Jose band could do everything short of setting itself on fire and
still not get booked in San Francisco."
Mike Bruce, vocalist and guitarist
for the trio 187 Calm, doesn’t advertise that he’s from the area.
"I’m not really sure why, but it’s
hard to get a gig in San Francisco if
you’re from San Jose. Probably
because they don’t think a San Jose
band can draw a decent crowd,"
Bruce says.
The South Bay suffered its most
recent blow when the SF011 (an
annual regional music industry conferent e that promotes Bay Area talent ) began searching for participants.

Most bands didn’t
know about the convention until a few weeks
before the entry deadline
when the San Jose
Mercury News ran an article pleading for South Ray
participants. It wasn’t
properly sponsored in the
area. Meacham says.
SFOI I Promoter
Bonnie Simmons says she
of ally South
unaware
was
Ray publications to advertise the event, besides the
Mercury.
Since the Mercury
announcement, more
South Bay bands have
responded to SF011 this
year than the previous
convention. Simmons
says.
Some South Ray musicians, like Ray Stevens II.
are tired of the disrespect
shown toward San Jose.
For the past five years.
Stevens has recorded,
pressed and marketed
local bands on his label,
Eight One Nine. He says
he is determined to put
San Jose on the map,
musically. Other bands
are renting halls and playing for all age audiences.
The city has also
attempted to promote its
music .,ene with the
annual SoFA Street Fair.

"The Street Fair
people out
gets
Meacham
there,"
says. "But it’s a feeble
attempt when there’s
nothing during the
rest of the year to
help the scene flourish. People are more
focused on the (DJ)
hip-hop stage than
the band stage."
But San Jose may
be leaving it’s bad
reputation behind,
with bands like The
Odd Numbers, who
currently have the
number one album
in Sweden. Also,
Rancid is touring
nationally and No
Use For a Name is
opening for Offspring.
"I think the area
has been shaken up
and now the good
stuff has risen to the
top," Arceneaux says.
"There’s gotta he
something going on
soon because it seems
like San Jose is about
to burst. All it needs
is one band that will
get the attention
from everyone. Then
it’s going to he a
piranha fest, like in
Seattle."
etc.

the resurgence of jazz and funk, down"
TMlith
town an Jose’s Ajax Lounge has enjoyed a
;boom in business. Local bands such as
’Ajax’s house band Congo Square, above left
stage, have begun to share the stage
with larger acts from other areas.
lik AiLon
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Windham Hill:
fry Dexter Mangliemol
Nearly ’20 years ago, Anne Robinson
and Will Ackerman asked 60 of their
friends to invest $5 each to launch a
record company. Today, that record company, Windham Hill Productions Inc., is
an international business with annual sales
exceeding $50 million.
The company’s tapes and compact discs
occupy most shelf space under the New
Age sections of record stores. Some stores
have even created a Windham Hill section.
Bob Duskis, director of the artist and
repertoire department for Windham Hill
Productions Inc., doesn’t consider the
music New Age, instead he described it as
"contemporary instrumental music."
"We don’t like the word New Age,"
Duskis says. He believes the music was
labeled as such because people associated
it with the alternative New Age lifestyle.
"None of our artist are necessarily into
channeling, meditation and crystals.

Heading out of the new age

.they’re musicians and make their music
without really thinking about that stuff,"
he says.
The early sounds of Windham Hill had
its roots in solo acoustic instrumental
music with artists such as
George Winston, Alex de
Grassi, Liz Story and cofounder Will Ackerman.
Duskis says the success
of Winston gave rise to
many artist who tried to
imitate the Windham Hill
style, creating the New
Age music movement.
Now the company has
expanded their musical
variety and created High Street Records,
their rock label and Windham Hill Jazz.
"Our consumers are a very wide range
of people," Duskis says. He believes the
company has become mainstream in terms
of sales with artist like Winston and
Michael Hedges selling millions of

records.
"We want to real ii as many people as
(other record companies). But we want to
do it on our terms," Duskis says.
The company has reached people all
over the world, making
more than $4 million
overseas, mostly in Spain
and parts of Asia. It has
established offices in
Northern California,
Chicago, Atlanta, New
York and Europe.
"This is a perfect type
of music for (export),"
Robinson says in a 1992
Peninsula Times Tribune
article. "It’s emotional, there are no words,
there is no language barrier."
Three years ago, Ackerman left
Windham Hill to pursue other interests.
Robinson became sole president of the
company.
Under her leadership, the company

entered into a partnership with
Bertelsmann Music Group (BMG). This
gave the company more financial and marketing support without losing its distinct
Windham Hill sound.
The company has been awarded one
double platinum record, four platinum
records, a gold record, two Grammies, and
a list of other awards and nominations.
Windham Hill continues to look for
new talent. It receives many sample tapes
from aspiring artist but only signs about
three new artist each year.
The exposure of Windham Hill’s music
to millions of listeners and the unmistakable Windham Hill style has propelled this
company from a small local business to a
leading international force in the music
industry.
"It starts with the music," Duskis says. "I
look for things that are different. We’ve
made our reputation on exposing people
to things that have fallen between the
cracks."
etc.
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blind
in moved to a
When Sanitise Slate University’s radio
new position on the radio dial three weeks ago, longtime
volunteer disc jockey Dennis Teresi decided it was time to
call it quits.
"The management at IY.SJS wanted to change the Station’s frequency from 90.7 FM to 90.5, and as a way to start
with A clean slate, they’re pushing all the speciality shows
like mine into the midnight to 2 a.m. slot," Teresi says.
it wasn’t the time of day that I didn’t like," he says. "it
was that the show went from four hours to three hours
and now it’s going to be reduced to two hours, and you
has e to tio as much prep for a m4010111 show as you do
foi a him -hour show, St/
not Worth it
"It jutst seemed like it might be a good time to exit
gracefully." Teresi says.
Tetesi hosted his weekly oldies show at KSIS (or 16
years. The format included a wide gamut IA- Top-40
hits from the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s. ’Those who tuned in
could hear anything from hank Sinatra and Dean
Martin to The Beatles, The Doors and anything in
between.
"I did something dilletent in playing a deeper
music it nation than the other oldies stations. and I
played things that people did not heal very often,"
he says. "I think it was a unique show and it’s kind
of too bad that it had to come to an end Att.:- lb
years, but what the Init.?"
This reaction is tviut al of Teresis carefree
demeanor. With a constant smile on his face. Teresi
is ready Imir whatever tile ha t., .410 him, even with
his lack id sight.
Teresi, Wilt/ ItitS been blind since bit di. doesn’t let
his sightlessness get in the was .if life. For most of his
solo and
career, he has operated the tad’. lllll
without Blaine tags.
In fact. the only hindrance Mai Teresi i., ii I’, haplal
pened bat k Al A time when he lsol Iced hit
radio station ISNI.1, in Montetey After finalli "Mint
his
own
ing the station’s owner that he slit itild have
show, which ran for three years, the stain in was sold to a
new owner who didn’t want to deal with Teresi’s blindness and fired Teresa without giving him mi Mince
Teresi has also worked for other stations in the
Monterey area is well, including a threeyeal stint at station liNRY, (Ii ii mg the mid ’80s. There hi’ hmt ink asted tn
cliches show !w.f.., the station Was eventually’ switched to a
talk radio hu mac Although phased OM of his oldies ftir
stay 011 al ISNRY to bet Mlle .1 boat d
mat, Theta t
tiperator ii ,nir,illing the audio oTIVOICS.
"I was always behind the st ems in the talk shows, which
is probably hest bet ause Tni not t rally well versed enough

with the words "ow k ’n roll" bet koning musim haters
to enter.
Inside, Teresi and Hartman have amassed A WIS.
suintial collection ol not only top 40 records, but compact discs and raSSette tapes as well. The two also do a
brisk mail order business, sending music to i ustinnets
not mils in the Bay Arra hut all around the country.
Two espet tally popular customers are the "blind girls
from Denver". Jokes Teresi and Hartman
Tei est’s vast km iwledge of MUSit Is aka. a popular cornmochti
r nand the tiny At ea. Well-known ,,,.It.. personalities tilt, II iall the record store to ask II I ei est can help
.ts I .1 away as
identity a t ertain song or band. Even pc.
allied to ask him ii,, s]ii.slios.
the Netheilands
"All you have it. do is to F cm a few notes /,[ 4445. Denny a
few lyric lines and hell name that tune," SaN’s 51, i Carlino,
kit and close friend of 25 veais
Tetesi’st
( al lin« sass.
"VVe call hini the king of-music (and lood
toot! is., fast secFor if 11111sli is Dennis Teresi’s liisi
ond. His sa, kih.wledge of the lot al ic.t.toiant scene is as
equal’s I iiiptussisv as his menitir% 101 11111,11 lint this time,
Ten,’ tics no hesitation in picking his Loonies
"Ant I wak-related food item, like hit ken oi turkey, tends to
be ins hnotite," he says, although he is quit k to point out that
the iiil it’s must he real turkey and ii, it tilt’ pressed turkey that so
g these days
main it stat trams ate’
What he doesn’t like to eat is the sweet sniff. Ile des( ribes himself as a lover of the bland and would prefer a slice of egg custard
pie over A dec adent hot fudge sundae :my day
Teresi is also a hi nil of gourmet coffees, although again, not
the svteet 1110thitS, but rather the stronger tasting hit Les and
apput ctn.’s. When asked if he WOIIICI INC’ consider set ttie,
up some tables titit I roni of his stole and star t
smiles and sass. ..It’s sortiethin..
met tOlit.t..
Steve and 1 11.1%, talked about
before, and it litiokstotes t-an do it, 1.111
sill t.
t mild work lot a
ct out
Asti Math lit: 101,
the’ Rica ot getting :moth, [
A drinking person’s bar!
I’ b at a I. ommercial 1.1,11,i slaWhere Fraternities
tint1 his,’ ht. 113C1 in Ilic past,
the possib,Im
& Sororities meet!
returning to KSJS sonic ti,o
No drugs or lighting!
For now thtiugh. he is conMEDAN .r.:;1.
tent to rat takcont and
69 E San Fernando
laugh among friends in his
(corner of 2nd)
s let ord situ,

s

retires after 16 years

by Jennifer Fergusen
pholo by jamol Blackburn
to do a decent talk show anyway," Teresi says.
"and board ciperating is certainly caste, wink
because you don’t have to onstandy segue
music."
Teresi also woi ked at KWST, an old COt111try music station in Minuet ev.
e t e between old
"There is a distint MIN -ln
country and new country." ’rut esi says. "but
there is a lOt incite dramatic flillerCIlt:t., that
no one points out. between old Top 40 and
the eiintemporary music
new Top-40 like
that some of the teens listen it, today on Hot
97.7. Top-40 is nitles apatt from where it was
30 years agt "
The orig,inal Top-40 11111SIC of days gone its
is what Teresi likes ’Mist. lie di icsn’t listen to
modern rot k, gt tinge lit rap, all 1.,.tigh he
does like rhyth m and blues and lined, that he
11s to more than what he jot:10,41s all,
-wimps white nmsic." It’s too clinic tilt tot him
to pinpoint his favorite grump. but The Beach
lit tys, Roy ( hhison, Del Shannon and The
Mommas and Papas C011it. ti/ mind first.
"Some people cam. pick an overall avol ittsting, Mit I could never do that," he sass "I
could barely begin to do it with an mini let
. , I guess theme is just
altine a laVOI’llt
too man) things that I am into."
TeleSi (tan been «fleeting various In
011 different formats hit more than SO s/ e t
ever since his tannic and relatives gave him
tight
his first album when he WaS
years old.
al collection has
Today, his per:
expanded to more than 1.000 albums and
prefers not to t
s.
NMI impact
.1.
tassullt tapes bet ause ht. sass Illt.ir
IS 100 IOW 101 St.110111S 111111, fans like ham
self.
Teiesi is also the ownei tf Flashback
Re, outs a intim Se pop must, stole which
sp, .1.1111s
e in music form the past Flie
,1(11, , ,111. II he has owned with 1111sIlltSS
patine: arid friend Ross !Lotman for
Min i- than I I years, is on I
Aveiro, just beyond the business district
( den. Outside the front dom.
of ’4’, ill,
sits .1 tell.... cliaintmd shaped Tom ! sign
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CHINESE CUISINI - 100D TO (

OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9AXIpm

Szechuan
Mandarin
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427
PckSOn Street

131

’

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Bet:

1 4th Street

Live the life of a pampered student!
Uurtner ( iardens has studio apartments lOr ) ou,
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streetlight

to $3.50 for used tapes and $6.50 for CDs. If customers
.two more in San Francisco. And of the three locations,
the San Jose store is the largest and most successful.
"We do three times the business," Ahrendt says.
Edd Tank, a SJSU aviation major, likes to buy used
music every couple months. He sometimes shops at The
Wherehouse to purchase his used music, preferably rock.
"I usually go here because a lot of times people sell
back the music I like. You can get some good albums," he
says, as his eyes glance over a "Roll the Bones" Cl) by
Rush.
However, he believes the best prices are on cassette
tapes. ’Tapes are a lot cheaper; you save a few bucks,"
Tank says.
’The Wherehouse just started selling used tapes about
a month ago," says Jeff Blom, store manager for The
Wherehouse store on Fourth Street and San Carlos
.Nvenue. "Used cassettes aren’t selling too well at this
He says the chain store on Blossom Hill Road has had
much more success with selling used cassette’s.
The Wherehouse has been selling used CDs for about
a year. At the downtown location, used cassettes and CDs
only amount to about 10 percent of their sales, Blom says.
He attributes the majority of sales toward new releases.
The Wherehouse sells used CDs from $3.99 to $9.99.
Tapes range front $1.99 to $5.99.
Blom says The Wherehouse will accept most used CDs

something old

sbmethin
mething
Ix

or cassettes.

"As long as the CD is not scratched and the case is in
good condition, we take them," he says.
He admits one problem is the duplication of certain
.tIbums. He says music by Paula Abdul, MC Hammer,

SOMETHING
Iv Tina Casalino
phigos by Jeff Chin
For studenCs who love the thrill of buying new music but can’t alhird the high
lint es. used music stores
are die plate to go.

The best deal (for those who don’t mind
rummaging through hundreds of CDs) is
the section where the
"Bargain CDs" are locat-

Whew else Is it iIi ssible

ed. Prices range from
$1.95 to $6.95 for CDs by
bands like the Red Hot

(Or Si mu, me it I pun hase
seven Clls and three cassette tapes for under S3O,

Chilli Peppers, Rollins

t
but it .t used must( sit:
lb tar, the largest iisiti

Band, Gin Blossoms, and
Pearl Jam.

tinisit store in San Ii se is
Sit eet light Records, locat-

San Jose State University

ed in a large warehousetype building On Bascom
\senile in Sin Just’. Upon

major, has worked at
Streetlight Records for

Rebekah Ahrendt,
English and music

one and a half years. She

eructing the ,tort., one
ma% lie .undied It how

these CDs are spe( tally priced because

Says

well the place is ()NAni/ed..\11 ihe must( is set

there are either scratch-

up in set lions ace oidint.;
to the [site II tttisi u 1., K.
jai’) and the Is it t
Illal (CDs, record., I

es on the CDs or the
cases may be cracked.
"If the CD is really
thrashed, we won’t buy it," Ahrendt
says.
She says that other CDs and
tapes may be priced lower because
they are no longer popular. These
musical toss-outs include albums by
’80s high-energy hand Sweet
Sensation, lip syncers Milli Vanilli,
and glam-rock crusaders, Warrant.
But Streetlight also sells new CD
releases, like Stone Roses for
$12.98 and PJ Harvey for $15.98.
’This is mainly a used CD store;
we use the new product to support
the used product," Ahrendt says.
She also says Streetlight will pay up

Arrested Development, and Luther Vand,ros.s are no
longer accepted because there are too many copies
available that are not selling.
Blom says the store will pay customers anywhere
from 50 cents to three dollars for used music if customers choose cash, and $1 to $6.50 if they choose credit.
Used items are put out every day and the most popular items sell first at The Wherehouse.
"Anything exceptionally new, whether it’s rap or
alternative, sells fast," Blom says.
At Rowe’s Rare Records (a few blocks front
Streetlight), people will not find cassettes and CDs.
"We try to stick with vinyl that is 10 years older or
more. A lot of people still appreciate old music," says
Eileen Rowe, the owner.
The store used to be located close to SISU, but it
moved from Santa Clara Avenue to Bascom Avenue six
years ago. Rowe says the store still does a lot of business.
She says 80 percent of the store’s sales are from records.
The other 20 percent comes from comic books and
movie posters.
Rowe says the store has a 50 cents bin and a $3 bin
for records, with other prices on records ranging from
$5 to $20.
At Recycle Book Store, used music is not their number one selling item, but the selection is still pretty
good. The 111111SiC, located in three separate cabinets,
ranges from artists like Belinda Carlisle, IkIly, and The
Church to Barry Manilow. Steve Vai, Van Haien, and
Cheap Trick.
"We don’t specialize in CDs." says Craig Texera, the
CD buyer for the store. The average price of a CD at
Recycle is about $7.50.
"We are competitive with other places," Store
Manager Steve Fennessy says.
He says it’s "a weird market" for used music at this
time.
"They (the customers) are keeping the good stuff for
themselves," Fennes.sy says.
"Sometimes you do find the album you’re looking
for." Tank disagrees. "You just have to look carefully."
Check out these cheap, alternative music shops,
where’s ending .1 little bit of money will mat) in hours
upon

ours RANI.

All times P hi unless otherwise stated

ponnerstag

_Freitag

25
Samstag

Ajax Lounge-On the One Magazine Party with
B-Side Players and Cooley’s Hot Box, 9.
The Catalyst-Tocara, 9.
Trocadero Transfer, San Francisco-Dink, with Lords of Acid, 8.
African Awareness Month-Who Gives A Frat?, Engineering Bldg., 7:30.
African Awareness Month-African Market Place, Student Union, All Day.
The Great American Musi .Hall, S.F.-Pizzicato Five, Japanese pop, 9.
DNA Lounge. SF. -Ronnie
wson, Dave & Deke Combo-rockabilly legend, 9.
Palookaville, Santa Cruzstic Junction, 9.

SAVE

Ajax Lounge -The
’Morty Show featuring Vice Grip, 9.
The Catalyst-Surfrider Foundation Benefit featuring The Ultras, 9:30.
Jose Stage Company -’The Liviny’, through march 19, 8. (293-2110)
ne Arts Theater, 84 -Berkeley Symphony Orchestra, benefit for Kobe-Osaka
Earl
lief Fund, 8.
ommunlity
-Hello Dolly, ;nigh March 12,8. (733-6611)
Sweep
Mountain View Center -S e
y, comedy troupe, 8.
,ty Touring
at Village House,
San Jose Museum of Art-Art for VIAllering F
Show a
11:30am-2.
trauss. 8:30.
San Jose Symphony, Center For Performing A 13a
Palookaville, Santa Cruz -ASE Drummers, (458-2313)
San Jose State University Theatre-A Raisin in the Su
4:30.
SJSU School Of Music Concert Hall 25th Invitational
9
ly Auditorium. 8-10pm.
African Awareness Month -1st Annual South Bay Co
.J11101,
.88c 10:30.
The Great American Music Hall, S.F.-Jerry Jeff Walk
Cactus Club-Paladins, guests. (986-0866)
Ajax Lounge-J.T. Kirk, 9.
The Catalyst-Bad Manners, 9:30.
The Flamenco Society of San Jose-Flamenco Show-Juerga, a jam session at Le Petit Trianon, 7.
San Jose Symphony, Center For Performing Arts-Barati, Prokofiev, Liszt, R. Strauss, 8:30.
de Saisset, Santa Clara University-Artist’s Talk:Chester Arnold, 7.
San Jose State University Theatre-A Raisin in the Sun, 8.
The Great American Music Hall, S.F.-Junior Brown, country, 8.
Palookaville, Santa Cruz-Women in Rhythm Festival, 8.
Cactus Club-Drug, 187 Calm, Spit Muffins. (986-0866)

71’

$3.99

STUDENT - TEACHER
DISCOUNTS
NEW WINTER HOURS
Mon - 10 am-6 pm
Tues-Thur - 10 am-9 pm
Fri -Sat - 10 am-10 pm
Sundays - 12pm-8pm

286-6275

neszycLE
BOOKSTORE
wine

VALUE MEAL
E’SANDWICH
CHIPS
’SMALL SODA

Buy
Sell
Trade

13K -E. Santa Cla9 St.
(Betwe’en-3rd-Si 4th)
Downtown San Jose

Ajax Lounge-open mic/poetry, 7-9.
Santa Clara University-Tian -en Yu, pianist, 7:30.
The Garden City -Made In The Shade, dixieland, 9 & 10:20.
San Jose Museum of Art-Mount Pleasant Jazz Singers, 3-5.
San Jose Symphony, Flint Center, Cupertino-Barati, Prokofiev, Liszt,
R. Strauss, 2:30.
Event Center-Latter Day Saints event, 924-6374.
Palookaville, Santa Cruz-Ronnie Barnes, 8:30.
ock ad
. beer
Cactus Club -Disco Inferno. (986-0866)

Ajax Lounge-Billy Cobham, 9
The Catalyst, Atrium Room-Young Dreads, 9.
African Awareness Month -Black Talk, "Sexuality of the Black Woman"
The Great American Music Hall, S.F.-Coctails, jazz-rock, (415-885-0750)
Palookaville, Santa Cruz-Eco Music & Dance Fest, 1-4.

ON NEW & USED BOOKS,
COMPACT DISCS
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rresso

C.. .)11 6,1

HAPPY HOUR
MON. - THURS.
4 - 8 PM
990 A GLASS
PITCHER $3.00 2t

Ammo
Dressed Sandwiih

80 East San Carlos Street

Between 2nd & 3rd Streets(Next to McDonalds)

St

Ajax Lounge-Billy Cobham, 9.
Palo Alto Medical Foundation-Fiona Edmiston, Health Insurance
Counseling and Advocacy Program (HICAP) specialist, 2-4.
(415-853-2960)
Ice Centre, San Jose-public meeting regarding art to be placed
there, 6-8.
African Awareness Month -Poetry & Potluck, Open Poetry
Reading: Come read your poetry or someone else’s.
The Great American Music Hall, S.F.-Vartina, folk music.
(415-885-0750)
DNA Lounge-Skatenigs and Pornstar, 9.
Palookaville, Santa Cruz-Cafe Night W/Kosono, 8
Cactus Club-Pinching Judy, guests. (986-0866)
Ajax Lounge-DJ Ray Stevens, 9.
San Jose Museum of Art-Arts Alive! Concert, Ohnedaruth, 5-8.
The Great American Music Hall, S.F.-John Hammond, Duke Robillard,
blues-rock legend. (415-885-0750)
DNA Lounge-Big Brother Soul, 9.
Palookaville, Santa Cruz-leftover Salmon, 9.
Cactus Club-Roadside Attraction. (986-0866)

947-1333
‘." beer
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wine
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affirmative action not as simple as

BLACK

as the segiegated lunch counters of the
I 950s. Propimenui don’t think their organizations are tat St !bey sit% these groups simply
help promote ininonts t aim, and awareness.
The Nazi Party made thrsr sante
Make tinnistake: !limy is tilt mparison
th,.Nut party, hut
liii iii it iii N sAcp
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lit ii ii 1ir hat
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111,e1 5.111011 1,11 Its 1" .1111I tit.itlSl
111,1SI ille4,1,1r. I ug.ft liii

1.1 iti I.

.11 111111.

ugaill/.111011% att. Wu! V:

gri teal tint ontlori-

able.
The nature of silt ii a polar izing issue makes it difficult to he sale. to be neon al.
Spilt red 115 111e 1,1 eill t hatigt ol power in
ortgi is’,, 1,oltltt tans ,Ind It It t c,11,6111ellIS are taking a tloser look at atlionatii, at 114 111 Arid its effects.
\Still each passing day. itt iii mment to
:dudish affirmative at min gains momentum while hai tlm! dividing the people
who must hie within its realm.
At this [minium. supporters of the
California ( asil Rights Initiative ale
gathering signatures in hopes of
putting the measure helot, the voters in time Mr the 1996 tlet non.
ails,
s to Chinni:tie affirThe
mative at min in state employment,
contracts and public educatirm.
What began as a reasonable and imperfect step toward equality has turned into a liability
that hurts everrme, including the people it was supposed it) help. (:all it an idea with }prod intentions
that hits gone awtv.
It’s not out minium to see it, tally motivated politiappoimmtins. as in Me t as, ol Supreme Court
;silt ,I It, hit lit, hits. oi (limits at universities
that emit, I liiilaIll 01, tillage 4 11 lll l ltleity.
MIIP ’Ills 14 41 LUIS .II1,1 ;I g.1111/.111. its. explicitly
Minted it) advatu i minot its t. aim,. ate ( 0111M011 plat I ill he 1990%.
Minority heath -is say these events and organiza11011S .11 t Ile, esaIN It. "Merl the playing field,- to
.111/11C Int iii .A.0(.111.1111 FaCiSITI that oppressed
lit noriluusI.it 111111411 etls it wars.
I disaci
I Islk
sot ii us the Blatk Student
\tuu ,I1.11 Asmi, 1,111011 for the
’mon
! I iii itt I People. are lust as bigoted
\ Mani iiio

grin

deuce and rioting in
1,111tk,illg 111e
Natal 1..entral los Sngeles, some black leaders called for ac tit in within the community.
They suggested Nat k businesses should
exclusively hire black employees to improve
the community’s economic climate. They recommended giving more home loans to
blacks to give those citizens an opportunity to own property in their community.
If a predominantly white community called for the same
actions, would people accept it
as a community’s attempt to
improve itself or would they call
it racism? If a white man only
employs white workers in an
attempt to improve his community’s
economic climate, is he being true to
his race or is he simply a racist?
Perhaps there was a time when affirmative
action was appropriate, but that time has
passed. It’s time for American schools, businesses and organizations to grow up and start
hiring and appointing people according to
their skills, experience and education. Let
end the double standard.
Charles (I am not a tole model) Barkley’s
candor reflects the t ’hymns dindile standard
that exists. Barkley once chastised his team’s
management. saying that a white player of
inferitir talent would he kept on the learn,
preventing a black player from gaining a num’ spot because "every team needs one white
gin.- But if a law lirm or university department keeps an incompetent minority employee, that’s acceptahlt because socitty must
make up for pies ins wrongdoim;-.

Some lll i l mrity leaders claim there
aren’t enough black chief executive
()Ilk els or Asian congressmen. They
say nittiorities don’t have the same
"PP" lunilY """luirr lugh-Imsiog
jobs But you (buil see niam Ishite
mt du
at mists u omplaming
It inmate n lllll bur til N111[1, in
pritlessittnal basketball. Iliglepaying
prtilessit mai basketball lobs are
remised for thr m ll s l talented plays, regardless of race. Shouldn’t the
same apply Iiir physicians. lus,’,
JIll IfeSM its and police office; s:
The OppreSSIOn (il any race at all)
time is deplorable. But by trying to
tnake up (Or previom tin I imination.
,11.1.tottis part
are we not repeatim;
of our history?

etc.
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1111
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it, le in the Feb. 16 Etc..
Barrett’s I 1411, ilk it
Mr. Barrett, I su i ll, first prit wily in your life is to
insult an old lads MI something that gives her so
much its She has nothing else in her life to gnuher pleasurt finlike some people. and 1 assume
lodging by your attitude, she cannot
you are
afford to gl, gni( :nut purchase any new Wilda] item
Of prepackaged glee. Because of her financial conditiu un. she inust find happiness in other ways.
Appal C11111. these MI ay rats give her that happiness.
The thing that annoys you the most is the people
who t ondone this unspeakable act of charity. Well
kt mt tell you soinething Mr. Barrett, the stray rats
Wile pit rhahly dumped oft by mime lisil that didn’t
Want the responsibility of caring for another life.
.1114 iatS had no choice in the matter.
Wel e under the bridge long beton: Sadie
.IIT ord and dies will be thei e long after she is
gone. What is wiling with a little old lady getting a
hit of joy out of lilc while giving some back to the
rats
I think it is honorable that a lady puts so much
time and elfin I mu, something that nobody else
thinks twice about. N Mt picked up on the statement

that -the tat.s alWayS eat benne she dors.- Do you
really think she is starving herself to feed these
cats% 1 don’t think so. She looks pretty healthy to
me.
In response to your idea for stealing and trans
planting the cats to Los Gatos, good luck. First of
all, once a family of cats is wild, there is no way in
hell you’re going to tame them. Secondly, don’t
sou think there are enough cats waiting for homes
:11 pet stores and the Humane Society? Ho we really
need to cat( ii a bunch of mean, ugly cats and try to
find caring people for each one?
I think die answer, if you really care, is to catch
the cats, spay and neuter them, and release them
hack where they belong. Back in the old days, people would take unwanted cats, dogs, children. IL,
put them in a bag and throw them in a river. This
sounds like what you are planning.
As far as your question as how to make the world
a better place. I don’t have an answer for you. You
may want to gel sour priorities straight. Stop harping on old ladies for what makes them happy or on
people helping an old lady become happy. You
by changing your opinion that only
might start
well-to-do people from Los Gatos can afford happiness in life. Not everything is about money.
Mike Garkener
- Senior, Biology

eb-23--Mar-1

on one year service.
w/ cdupon only. Expires 301/95

Airtime as $g.45
Low as ’lid rIto1"
J,V
Pc’AI
444 E. William St. Suite 206
One Block From SJSU

288-8072 FAX 288-8272
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It’s A Pabst Blue Ribbon Special
For Only

Every Thursday
69 N. San Pedro St.
San Jose, CA 95110

bur&

B

Big Easter Sale!
Activation
& Recrystalization

in February

9-11 pm

(408)287-6969

Pick your own pint
From 20 Premium Beers

abb3
for $2
Mon -Wed
31 E. Santa Clara St. 293-1118
Downtown Between 1st and 2nd Street
This coupon expires April 18, 1995-- one per coupon per customer
Trirr-’1

11,12

,

Fresh Every Day!
11314
Stp

e ae

Lunch Special
1/2 Sandwich
and Pasta

i

- 2.75

t7tpr;

;$

i

Must bring this Coupon

110 Paseo de San Antonio
Collinade Shops 275-8160
Behind the Wherehouse

Not Valid w/ any

other offer.

Offer expires 2/28/95
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